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The Show Must Go On
Fabolous, DJ Kast One and Miguel
Ratanjot Rekhi
Assistant News Editor

Tragedy at Rutgers
University Hits
Home
Nicole Simonetti
News Editor

Courtesy of thecomeupshow | www.flickr.com

Fabolous will be performing Friday, Oct. 8 from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. in
the Memorial Auditorium, along with DJ Kast One and Miguel.

Scam
Pushes
Student to
Petition
SGA

After the controversy following the fraudulent Nicki
Minaj show, students doubted
if a Homecoming 2010 concert was still in the works.
Despite these doubts, the SGA
Programming Board has confirmed that Fabolous, Miguel
and DJ Kast one will be performing Friday, Oct 8. in Memorial Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
Nicki Minaj's talent agency promised to help find a
new performer. There were
rumors that the recording
artist would make a surprise appearance herself.
SGA President Christopher
Goscinski explained that the
talent agency used for Montclairfest and past homecoming events, C.I.N. Productions, proved helpful instead.
“This time around we're
positive because we had two
sets of lawyers check everything,” said Goscinski. “This
is a talent agency we have
used for the past five years.
We went through University
Counsel and our lawyers.
The contract was in our possession Friday, so there was
minimum room for errors.”
To make up for one performer, the SGA Programming Board has added two
Fabolous Continued on Page 3

There is no doubt everyone
is still feeling the aftermath
of Tyler Clementi's suicide.
Last week, Clementi's, a musician and freshman at Rutgers
University, committed suicide
after a live video of him having intimate relations with another man was posted online.
Clementi jumped off the
George Washington Bridge.
His car, wallet and computer were all found close
to the bridge. This month,
five other young people who
indentified
as
homosexuals also committed suicide.
Six total deaths in the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender community is not
something that anyone can
turn a blind eye towards. This
is an especially important issue for college communities.
“The LGBT Center was deeply saddened to hear about the
tragedy at Rutgers University.
The loss of yet another member
of our community brings light
to the epidemic we are faced
with. We need to continue to
reach out to these youths to let
them know that they are not
alone and it gets better,” Amie
MacMath, program assistant
at the LGBT Center, said.
Montclair State’s LGBT
Center worked with other of-

fices on campus to send letters, cards and banners to
Rutgers’ LGBT Center and
Office of Residence Life in a
showing of support and solidarity, according to MacMath.
Along with sending regards
to Rutgers University, open
discussions have been held by
the LGBT Center for our campus community. These discussion groups are called Q17.
There are four weekly discussions and the LGBT Center
welcomes anyone; MacMath
said that Clementi’s death
was a topic that could be discussed at the Q17 discussions.
Although Clementi’s death
was the most recent and probably hit closest to home for
Montclair State, there is a bigger issue at hand. This was
pointed out by MacMath and
Angela Almonte, who is a peer
advocate of the LGBT Center.
“We must remember that it
is not just Tyler we have lost.
Five other young LGBT individuals took their lives this
month and many more before that. We need to be having conversations on a larger
scale about what we as a community can be doing to support each other and to work
for a better climate for LGBT
individuals,” MacMath said.
Almonte feels the same way.
After she heard about ClemTragedy Continued on Page 6

Homecoming 2010
Begins
See the
article on
page 3
for the
performers'
names and
acts.

Nicole Simonetti
News Editor

Many students were disappointed by the Nicki Minaj
scam, but one student was
pushed over the edge and
made a petition to “express
concern about the way that
MSU’s Student Government
Association utilizes its funds.”
Joel Torres, 26 and a commuter, began writing the petition the Wednesday that the
campus learned Minaj’s concert was a scam. He started getting signatures that weekend.
The SGA is aware of the
petition. Dr. Susan A. Cole,
president of the university, received an e-mailed
copy of the petition as well.
Although the scam caused
Torres to write the petition,
Lindsey Hresko| The Montclarion

Petition Continued on Page 4

INSIDE

All talent show contestants (excluding Carlos Garcia) and the hosts stand together before the show.
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reported the theft and fraudulent use of his credit card after
1 On Sept. 28: Ahestudent
discovered it missing from his room in Bohn Hall. It is unknown if his
room was locked or when his items were stolen.

2

On Sept. 28: Officers responded to Bohn Hall on a report of criminal mischief that was

3

On Sept. 29: Officers responded to College Hall on a report of an attempted burglary.

4

On Sept. 30: Student Frankie Dimitri was arrested for possession of marijuana while in

5

On Sept. 30: Officers responded to The Village to take a report of Criminal Mischief.

6

On Sept. 24: A student reported that on Sept. 23, her cell phone and MSU Red Hawk

biased in nature. The victim was not offended and was offered victim services.
The investigation revealed that an unsuccessful attempt was made to
gain access into a secured area. This case is under investigation.

Bohn Hall. Dimitri will appear in Clifton Municipal Court.

It was reported that the concrete picnic table outside of Basie Hall was
knocked over causing it to break into pieces. If anyone has any information in regards to this case, please contact MSUPD at 973-655-5222.
Card were stolen after she left it unattended for a brief period of time while
in the Student Center Computer Lab.

7 On Oct. 1:

Officers responded to a false public alarm in Bohn Hall after a fire alarm
pull station was activated, causing the building to be evacuated at 2:12am.
False alarms such as this are dangerous to the community as well as
the surrounding towns because they require an emergency response
from University Police and the Clifton Fire Department, limiting available emergency personnel in the event of a true emergency elsewhere.
Anyone with information in regards to this incident is urged to contact the
Detective Bureau at 973-655-2211.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station from any campus phone at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.

SGA Notes
The next SGA meeting will be
next Wednesday, Oct. 13.
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the Main Editorial, do not necessarily reflect the views of
The Montclarion. The first edition of The Montclarion, then
named The Pelican, was published on November 28, 1928.

The
Montclarion
The Montclarion is a freely
distributed newspaper providing one copy per person.
Additional copies are $0.25.

Corrections
The Montclarion willingly
corrects its factual errors.
If you think we've made a
mistake in a story, please call
Editor-in-Chief Nelson at ext.
5230.
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Fabolous
Continued From Page 1

more talents to the roster. Kristin
Chapman, SGA Secretary said, “We
could either have one huge name or one
well-known name and two more reputable names. It was our balancing act.”
Nicole Galipo, a sophomore, said,
“I think they got three performers to satisfy all of the students after the scam. I think Fabolous is
just about equal to Nicki Minaj, but
I've never heard of the other two.”
Recently gaining airtime for his latest single, “All I Want is You,” featuring
J. Cole, Miguel is an upcoming talent
that MSU was able to gain access to.
Brittany Chess, a freshman who
bought tickets for the Nicki Minaj
said that, “The concert's not that bad,
but it's still a down grade. Nicki Minaj is a big deal, but as long as someone is coming, that's fine by me.”
Chess was among many students
who purchased tickets for Nicki Minaj, only to wait on line to re-purchase tickets for a concert at the
same time with a different performer.
As soon as students learned that
the Nicki Minaj concert was a scam,
the whole campus quickly became
aware and refunds began immediately. Students wondered why it took so
long to secure another performer and
rumors began spreading via Facebook
once again about a new performer.
A formal e-mail was sent to the student body Tuesday night at 6:32 p.m.,
three nights before the concert. Goscinski said, “We got the go ahead to
publicize [as was done via Facebook],
but I did not want an official e-mail
sent out until I signed the contract.
We felt as that we could tell people
who's coming, but not open up ticket
sales because that's selling a promise.”
Students such as Aisha Salaam
were waiting for that announcement.
Salaam said, “I got my tickets to see
Fabolous [Tuesday] at 7 p.m. on the
dot because I'm a big fan and heard
rumors that J. Cole will be there too.”
The five-dollar difference in ticket
prices also played part in students attending the new Homecoming concert.
Chess said, “Since Nicki Minaj is
such a big deal $20 makes sense, but

$15 isn't so bad for Fabolous since
he doesn't have many new songs.”
Goscinski said, “For the Programming
Board they thought, the artist was not
worth a $20 concert. On [the SGA's end]
it's our way of apologizing to the students. The show doesn't have the same
hype. There's just a skepticism about it.”
According to the contract signed,
Goscinski explained that this concert cost $32,798.21 as compared to
$37,000 that still have not been returned for the Nicki Minaj concert.
The SGA was given a breakdown of
all expenses. In order to book Fabolous it cost $15,000, Miguel Jontel cost
$4,000 and DJ Kast One cost $1,000.
Aside from paying for the performers, there were some miscellaneous things that needed to be
paid for as well. Traveling expenses
needed to be covered and that cost
$6,798.21. The sound system cost
$1,000 and there was a $5,000 deposit.
Detectives are still working on finding the scam artist. Goscinski said,
“The demand letter has been received
[by the fraudulent talent agency].
However, when we look at lawsuits, we
have to see if they are cost-effective.”
Though Assistant Director for
Student Involvement, Julie Flemming and Director of Programming,
Julianna Penn opted not to answer
any questions, an e-mail was sent
on their behalf explaining the protocol for ticket returns and purchases.

Courtesy of flickr account alistradio1

DJ Kast One will also perform at the concert
on Friday night.

Breakdown of the Concert Expenses
Fabolous- $15,000
Miguel- $4,000
DJ Kast One- $1,000
Traveling expenses- $6,798.21
Sound system- $1,000
Deposit for Fabolous (personal expenses)- $5,000

Courtesy of flickr account beast.

Miguel Jontel will be opening for Fabolous.

Homecoming King and Queen Nominees Perform for Votes
Pictured left, Joseph
Zobel sang a heartfelt
song to his mother after bringing her up on
stage.

Pictured right, Cynthia Louissaint performed a Nicki Minaj
song and dance for
"the concert that we
never got."
Lindsey Hresko | The Montclarion

Lindsey Hresko | The Montclarion

Lindsey Hresko
Staff Writer

Nominees for Homecoming King
and Queen stepped into the spotlight
on Monday night at Memorial Auditorium for the King and Queen Talent
Show. Sponsored by Programming
Board, contestants sang, danced and
recited poetry to win the votes of their
peers.
Thirteen contestants – each representing different organizations – took
the stage for a three-minute talent
section followed by a quick Q&A session.
Many contestants showed different styles of dance. LaChelle Jones of
Sigma Sigma Sigma, Farid Oyelaja of
Rec Board and Carlos Garcia of Delta
Chi all performed original dances.
Monica DeMarco, representing
Admissions Ambassadors, performed
a “diverse dance” using different flags
and dance styles from a variety of
cultures. Erin Keenan, representing
RecBoard showed off her gymnastics

skills in her dance performance.
Kevin Hernandez of Sigma Pi had
the audience rolling with his ribbon
dance, modeled after the movie Old
School. Cynthia Louissaint, representing Alpha Iota Chi, brought Montclair
the “Nicki Minaj concert we never got”
in her dance.
Dancing wasn’t the only talent
displayed at Monday’s show. Rachel
Rodriguez, representing Delta Phi Epsilon, showed off her rapping talents.
Jack Stovall of Iota Phi Theta
performed a step dance. Christina
Alamo, representing Sigma Delta Tau,
performed “Defying Gravity” from the
musical Wicked.
Victoria Selko of Phi Sigma Sigma
sang a cover song, adding in her own
lyrics. Joseph Zobel of Pi Kappa
Alpha sang a heartfelt song to his
mother, who he brought onstage.
The night ended with Alicia Torres
of Mu Sigma Upsilon reciting original
poetry.
The show was hosted by Nikki Santa of Programming Board and Julie
Penn, Director of Programming Board.

Following each routine, contestants
announced their charity of choice.
After the performances were completed, students had the opportunity
to place quarters into any contestants'
bucket.
This was part of Quarter Wars –
one vote is gained for every 10 dollars
received in quarters. The two homecoming winners will donate the money
acquired in Quarter Wars to the charity they chose.
Thunderous cheers were heard
every time a contestant took the stage.
Hundreds of students came out to
chant the name of their contestant of
choice.
Waiting in the rain for an hour, an
enthusiastic group of Sigma Delta
Tau’s happily voiced their support for
Christina Alamo.
“Christina doesn’t just worry about
her social life. She’s very involved
with her major and community service,” said Carly Chupka, a junior
family and child studies major, and
member of Sigma Delta Tau.
Despite the competition, contestants

were friendly and supportive of each
other.
Zobel of Pi Kappa Alpha and Hernandez of Sigma Pi expressed their
“Greek unity” saying they’re best
friends. Both are part of Res Ed.
Hernandez is a Community Assistant
in Bohn while Zobel is a Community
Assistant in Sinatra. Both men are
very active on campus.
“I’ve always been very involved on
campus. CA in Sinatra, I work with
Fire Saftey, I’m philanthropy chair. I
give out to the campus. Maybe they’ll
give back to me,” Zobel said.
After round one of voting, the finalists will be narrowed down to five men
and five women. Round two of voting
starts Wednesday, Oct. 6th, and ends
Friday, Oct. 8th at 3:00 p.m.
“Everyone worked very hard. [The
talent show] went off without a hitch,”
said Joey Duerstock of Programming
Board.
Winners will be announced at halftime during the homecoming football
game, taking place Saturday at 3:00 at
Sprague Field.
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Petition
Continued From Page 1

it had nothing to do with the fact that
Minaj was no longer performing. He
had no idea that Minaj was supposed
to have a concert on campus until
he heard the news about the scam.
Torres’ main concern is where his
money goes once it is given to the SGA.
Every student pays a varying amount
close to $100 annually for the SGA.
"This issue is not only affecting
those students who wanted to attend the Nicki Minaj concert. It affects the entire student body community because we collectively
contribute to the budget controlled by
the SGA,” Torres stated in the petition.
Inside the petition, Torres listed two
“recommendations” for the SGA. First,
“More transparency with the operations
of the SGA. There are no documents
available online to detail how our money is being used,” the petition stated.
Torres tried researching public
documents from Montclair State’s
SGA. He had an extremely hard
time and the most recent documents he could find were from 2009.
The second recommendation stated, “More input from the entire MSU
community […] most of the MSU
community has social media knowledge which could be utilized to reach
out and get numerous events in MSU
that are suitable to all audiences.”
The SGA is aware of the petition.
Chris Goscinski, SGA president, feels
that the petition just "re-stated things
the SGA had already admitted to."

Not only is Torres trying to accomplish improvements in the SGA but
he is also trying to prove a point, and
that is to speak up. “Why keep your
mouth shut when you can make a
change?” he asked. Torres believes that
everyone can express power, and that
is something he is trying to achieve.
Torres wants to be a part of the
SGA, and he wants to encourage other
people to join it as well. Unfortunately
for Torres, his busy lifestyle of commuting, studying, taking care of his
three children and working cannot
accommodate being part of the SGA.
A meeting with the SGA and Torres is something in the works. “Dr.
Pennington recommended I have
a meeting with them,” he stated.
Dr. Pennington told Torres this because “the SGA is a student organization and students should work with
their elected student representatives to
ensure that their opinions are heard. I
believe that the best way to make things
happen is to be a part of the process.”
As of Oct. 4, Torres received 40
signatures for the petition. 56 signatures were compiled by Oct. 6 and
the list is going to keep growing.
Torres has been receiving signatures electronically through his Twitter and Facebook because he doesn’t
have the time to walk around and petition. He is hoping to find someone, like
a fraternity, to lend a helping hand.
A copy of the petition in its entirety can
be found at www.themontclarion.org.

Chris Goscinski's response to the petition..
"We need more oversight when it comes to validating corporations
and contracts they send us. As previously stated, the SGA is now
having all contracts go through Montclair's legal Counsel, and our
own lawyer as well. After approval and corrections from both Counsels, we then sign the contracts. This is not official policy yet as the
Statutes cannot be changed in the current semester, however, there
will be a Bill submitted by the end of November that outlines how
to handle contracts and the companies they represent."

An Excerpt from the Petition:
As members of the Montclair State University
(MSU) community, we are writing this letter to express our concern about the way that MSU’s Student
Government Association (SGA) utilizes its funds. Collectively, we believe that last week’s “Nicki Minaj fiasco” showcases how irresponsible our SGA has been
with our monies. We have come to realize that there is
no information available to the student body stating
how our funds are being allocated. This issue is not
only affecting those students who wanted to attend
the Nicki Minaj concert. It affects the entire student
body community because we collectively contribute to
the budget controlled by the SGA.
On one side, there are a large number of students
who have publicly complained that the significant
amount of money spent to get a music artist to perform
for an hour or so was utterly ridiculous. They believe
that their contributing dollars could have been used
for other productive activities. On the other hand, the
individuals who wanted to see Ms. Minaj perform are
also upset because they paid for something that was
not professionally handled. They are also offended
by the fact that they would have contributed another
$10,000 to a false booking agency. Many of these individuals would have waited until October 8th to figure
out the scam if it wasn’t for tech savvy members of our
community posting information on Twitter.

See the full petition online at
www.themontclarion.org.

Grand Opening Event!
At the PNC Glen Ridge Branch

Saturday  October 16  12-4

FREE MONEY
No strings attached.

That’s right. Starting at 12pm, our branch staff will be handing out
envelopes to our first 100 guests containing either a $1, $5, $10, $20,
$50 or $100 dollar bill!*

MEET STEVE SMITH

Get a FREE autograph from Pro Football Player
Steve Smith scheduled to appear from 2-4.
(One autograph per person)

ENTER TO WIN

Ask how you can enter for a chance to win** a

500 PNC Visa® Gift Card.

$

JOIN THE FUN:
> FREE Lunch
> Face Painter
> Caricaturist
> Moonbounce
> Magician

> Local Community Participants
> Live Music by Carm and John
> Pumpkin Painting
> FREE Novelty Photo Favor
> Spin to win on the PNC Prize Wheel

Plus Meet PNC’s Mascot Linky!

ADDITIONAL PARKING and complimentary shuttle service will be available at the Bay Street-Montclair Train Station Commuter Lot

Be sure to stop by.

PNC Glen Ridge Branch
975 Bloomfield Avenue

Open 7 days a week!

M-F 8-6  Sat 9-4  Sun 11-3

(in Glenmont Square)

Glen Ridge
Call: 973-680-3073
*One envelope per family. Must be 18 years or older to receive an envelope. Any and all tax liability is the responsibility of the recipient. Void where prohibited by law. Limited quantities. Available while supplies last. PNC Bank employees and their immediate family members are not eligible to receive an envelope. **No purchase
or transaction necessary to enter or to win. See official rules at the PNC Bank Glen Ridge Branch. ©2010 The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. All rights reserved. PNC Bank, National Association. Member FDIC [7893] Visa® is a registered trademark and is not a participant or sponsor of this promotion.
CM _________________________
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WINTER
SESSION
www.montclair.edu/winter

December 21, 2010-January 14, 2011
Schedule available on WESS, October, 2010.*
NOVEMBER
S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30

DECEMBER
S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31

JANUARY
S M T W T F S
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 1314 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24
30 31 25 26 27 28 29

Web registration begins:
�

November 8 for Montclair State Students � November 17 for Visiting Students

Winter Session registration ends December 15
All coursework begins December 21, 2010
Online and Hybrid courses offered
� Enroll in up to 4 credits this winter
� December 21 – Assignments and readings will be posted
on Blackboard for all courses
� December 25-January 1 – Campus closed
� January 3 – In-person meetings begin for hybrid courses
� January 14 – Last day of classes
�

Check your Montclair State e-mail regularly for
important information from your professor.

Visit WESS for course schedule and details*
Winter 2011 Tuition and Fees**

Undergraduate:
NJ Resident: 1st credit: $334.12

Ea. Add’l credit: $244.12

Non-resident:
Returning: 1st credit: $559.57
New†:
1st credit: $611.75

Ea. Add’l credit: $469.57
Ea. Add’l credit: $521.75

†Rate applies to all non-resident undergraduates enrolled for the first time
at Montclair State, Fall 2007 or later. Contact Bursar’s office for details.

Graduate:
NJ Resident: 1st credit: $591.34
Non-resident: 1st credit: $863.88

Ea. Add’l credit: $501.34
Ea. Add’l credit: $773.88

Payment Plan Available
For additional rates and fee schedules, visit montclair.edu/bursar
Student loans may also be available.

Summer Sessions, Winter Session, and Special Programs
E-mail: winter@montclair.edu � Voice: 973-655-4352 � Fax: 973-655-7851
*The University reserves the right to cancel courses, change faculty and/or room assignments, modify its
calendar, and make adjustments to the course schedule and the availability of the Web registration system.
**Above are approximate tuition and fees for Winter Session 2011. Tuition and fees are subject to
change without prior notice.
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Tragedy
Continued From Page 1

enti’s death she asked herself, “What
can I do so this doesn’t happen here?”
“Rutgers University had a big
[LGBT Center] and they missed someone. Ours is beginning to grow,” Almonte said. She feels that students
need to understand that being gay
is just as normal as being straight.
“Montclair State does a great job reaching out to our LGBT students, faculty
and staff on campus. The creation of the
LGBT Center in Jan. 2009 is evidence
of the university’s commitment to this
community and to providing resources
needed to be supportive,” MacMath said.
Almonte also feels as if our LGBT
Center is doing its best, but she believes “that we can always be better.” This could be one of the reasons
why Almonte is working diligently
with sororities on campus to sched-

ule events for Coming Out Week.
“The LGBT Center celebrates Coming
Out Week each year in memory of Matthew Shepard. This week is a time where
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender
and Queer identified students are encouraged to come out and be authentically who they are,” MacMath stated.
The week is also used to raise
awareness, Almonte stated. She is
trying to get everyone involved in the
week, which is why she’s working
with sororities, to show people that it
isn’t just the LGBT Center involved.
“If we can educate that it's normal and get that across to students, we’ll have a successful Coming Out Week,” Almonte stated.
Coming out week will begin Oct. 11
and end Oct. 14. There will be many
events and activities throughout the
week promoting the LGBT community.

In Loving Memory of
Tyler Clementi
Son, Student, Musician, Friend

Facts about Cyber Bullying
(according to cyberbullyalert.com)
- 40% of teenagers with Internet access
have reported being bullied online this
past year.
- Only 15% of parents are aware of their
children's social networking habits and
how they can lead to cyber bullying.
- 60% of children have never told their
parents about their cyber bullying
incident.

Courtesy of flickr account bluejersey

INTERNSHIPS
www.Usaintern.com
www.Jerseyintern.com

FREE BREADSTICKS
SINGLE ORDER WITH THIS COUPON
(Minimum $10 order; Expires 10/31/10; Code FS)
$10 Minimum order for delivery. Delivery areas and charges may vary. Not valid with any other offers.

1/20 cent cash redemption value. ©2010 Pizza Hut, Inc.

PIZZA HUT DELIVERS TO THE

MSU CAMPUS!
Delivery/Carryout

Clifton, 850 Van Houten Avenue : 973-773-7575
Dine In/Carryout

West Paterson, 1820 Route 46 : 973-890-7056
Want to earn extra money for your group?
Set up a Pizza Hut FUNdraiser night
Email Lori at lsoukis@adfmgt.com for more information

x Over 20,000 Internships
x Search internships in NJ, PA, NY
x 100 Different Career Categories
x Find Paid/Unpaid/Credit/Non-Credit
x FREE TO REGISTER
Register today for your chance to win
a NOOK eBook reader at USAIntern

NAB A
USA Intern, LLC is giving away a NOOK
by Barnes & Noble! Start your school year
right with a portable eBook reader that can
store up to 1,500 of your favorite titles!
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Temporary Lot Remains in Use After Nine Years

Joseph Lisnow | The Montclarion

Lot 1, located behind the Bond House, was supposed to be temporary but has been there for
nine years.
Joseph Lisnow
Staff Writer

Originally created as a temporary
lot nine years ago, the ever growing
volume of students, staff and faculty to
Montclair State University has caused
lot one to remain open. Located next
to the historic Bond House on Valley
Road, it holds 126 parking spaces.
This temporary parking lot has
sparked a lot of controversy. It is said
that Montclair State never filed for
project approval.
This is a problem because according
to the New Jersey Register of Historic
Places, it is required that there be a
project approval.
Designed to be a temporary lot
for faculty and staff parking, the lot
remains open due to critical need for
parking that still exists at the college
according to Jack Shannon, vice president of university advancement.
“The subject of parking is a continuing focus of the University’s attention
and the Bond lot, as a parking lot that
is currently being utilized by many
faculty and staff, is a key part of that
ongoing analysis,” said Shannon.
“The University is presently evalu-

ating the future use of this lot in the
context of a plan it will be developing
for the future rehabilitation and appropriate reuse of the Bond House,”
said Shannon.
While the parking situation at MSU
is being assessed, lot one will remain
open while being evaluated for appropriate future rehabilitation and
occupancy of the Bond House according to Shannon.
“The future of the lot will continue
to be evaluated, but at the current
time, there remains a critical need
to provide these parking resources to
faculty and staff,” said Shannon.
The University is constantly evaluating parking on campus, and the future
of the Bond lot is part of that discussion according to Shannon.
Currently, there has been no recent
update on the lot and no future plans
to change parking lot one.
“The parking is awful,” said family and child studies major Brianna
Rempfer. “They should keep the lot if
it helps with the parking.”
“At this point, they should keep it
here,” said broadcasting major Lateefah Ruffin. “The campus is strapped
for parking as it is. It doesn’t make
sense to get rid of it at this time.”

Students React to
The Social Network
Ratanjot Rekhi
Assistant News Editor

The Social Network hit the box office this weekend and reached $23 million in ticket sales, according to The
New York Times. Many MSU students
took a peek at the film that is being
describes as defining the Millennium
Generation.
Drew Heimlich a junior business major thought that, “It was a good movie
that definitely had good 'messages,' if
you could call it that. I thought parts
of it could have been done better, but
all-in-all it was well conceived and executed movie.”
On the other side, Jeff Sporer said,
“I loved it. I was a lot more interested
in the portrayal of Zuckerberg; they
showed the whole creation process perfectly and it was actually a lot more
funny than I thought it would be.”
Reflecting on information that was
unknown to many students, Alexandra
Jaques said, “I thought it was a good
movie, it basically just gave me a lot
of insight to know how Facebook came
about and who started it. It was interesting to me that someone who started
it was around it was our age, but then
again he went to Harvard. It wasn't
what I expected, I thought it would be
a lot of action. It basically just told you
all the drama that happened behind
Facebook coming out and people stealing ideas from one another.”
Drama behind the scenes of Facebook is nothing compared to the drama
experienced by the actual network, explained Sarah Elashaky. “Now all you
hear are people saying [things like] 'oh
Facebook Me,' or 'why does it say you
are single on Facebook.' I feel like with-

out Facebook, everyone would be lost.
I mean it is a good way of communicating, but people are using Facebook
for everything now. Social networking
is only one part of technology that has
defined our generation.”
Straying away from the drama of
the network, Jaques said, “I agree with
[us being the Facebook generation]
100 percent. If there wasn't Facebook,
I wouldn't be keeping in touch with a
lot of the people I talk to now. You can
browse through the lives of people to
see how they're doing. A lot of people
put their lives up through Facebook;
they'll put albums up of their whole
life.”
It's one of those hate-love relationships that can often serve as a distraction. Nicole DeBari said, “I could
not even begin to count [how many
times I go onto Facebook a day]. Having Facebook on my Blackberry gives
me something to do every time I am
bored. I wouldn't say I'm dependent on
it because I don't HAVE to use it, I just
choose to.”
Due to the distraction that became
unavoidable, Heimlich admits, “Anytime I'm on a computer, I probably
have Facebook open. I'd say [I check
my page] 10 times a day.”
Unlike DeBari, Heimlich said, “For
my own sanity, I actually turned off
email and the like on my phone because I need some separation throughout the day. I actually did that when
I started working at a private equity
firm because I was becoming unable to
detach from work.”
Heimlich feels, “It's no longer commonplace to have conversation or network in person. It's more natural for
many people to text, email, Facebook
chat, whatever the medium might be.”

Joseph Lisnow | The Montclarion

Lot T1, located behind Dickson Hall, is another temporary lot used for more spaces while The
Heights was being built.

Temporary Lot T1
-Located behind Dickson Hall
-Constructed Spring 2010
-Contains 187 parking spots
-General lot
“The lot behind Dickson was created to supplement spaces
lost during the construction of The Heights,” said Karen Pennington, vice president of student development and campus
life. “Since construction is not complete, the lot is still needed.”
“What’s important is that we make coming to campus easy
for everyone,” said Pennington. “We want people to be able to
park, learn, teach and do what they have to do. This year has
been harder, but things are starting to settle down. The university is looking at the traffic and parking.”
After completion of The Heights, the lot's future is presently
unknown. “Everything is in flux,” said Pennington. “We will
see how things develop.”
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A Shoutout to Nerds Everywhere:
Junot Díaz Lectures on Life Lessons
Camille Naipaul
Staff Writer

It was a rare sight to witness students, faculty and guests abandon
free hors d’oeuvres and refreshments
to quickly save a good seat, many
having to remain standing after all
seats were filled, last Thursday in
the University Conference Center.
After a short introduction of Dominican novelist Junot Díaz, it was
time he took the podium. A slender man, tanned, with a round,
shaved head, Díaz began in a ridiculously high-pitched squeaky tone,
which broke the ice of eager-silence.
A wave of laughter snowballed rapidly, as the enthusiastic tension was
quickly massaged with jokes. “Yehhh,
man,” were the first two words that
came out in Díaz’s normal voice. Díaz
wasted no time as he shared a short

“People will respect the
wrinkles in your
personality.”
Junot Díaz
Author

story entitled “Alma” from his book
Drown, a collection of short stories.
The story painted a raw picture
of young infidelity through love, lust
and loss. The canvas revealed cultural and political events that affected and molded Hispanics of New
Jersey in the 80s. His down-to-earth
demeanor covered up the awkwardly

provocative, yet hilarious language.
There were outbursts of laughter,
sounds of agreements and hands
sheltering eyes in response to the
vivid sexual imagery that came from
Díaz’s lips. His hilarious and disturbingly real command of the English
language, made the mood pensive.
After his story he began a Q&A
session of which students and guests
took full advantage. Many general
questions arose but things got interesting when Díaz asked the question,
“What is compassion?” This led the
way to a variety of essential ideas that
have helped this MIT professor of creative writing to be where he is today,
and can help us as students. The session became more of an inspirational
talk by Díaz than a typcial lecture
about his writing style or influences.

Díaz’s upbringing was in a strict,
immigrant-military household which
taught him that screw ups were not
acceptable. This is when Díaz stressed
the importance of being compassionate
towards oneself. He asked the question
that lingered through the night: “Why
are you treating yourself the way you
would never treat a four-year-old?”
He added that it was when he decided
to start being compassionate towards
himself, that he was able to tackle his
mission towards his artistic calling.
“If you really love any art, it will
see you through.” Díaz revealed that
The Brief Wonderous Life of Oscar Wao
book didn’t take 11 years to write, but
it took 11 years because he wanted it
to transform someone. Díaz advised to
all upcoming artists, “If you want that
to be true about your piece of art,
that art has to change you first, before it can change someone else.” It
is important to keep your entire self
present at home, at college and with
friends because you never know
what you will need in the future.
“Success is discipline,” Díaz affirmed, the discipline to be you
at all times by destroying the
masks. The only way to take off the
mask is to “drop your guard” he
said, and “people will respect the
wrinkles
in
your
personality.”
As he made two fists and curled
them both towards his chin his elbows stuck out, and his head caved
in, Díaz confessed his biggest regret
was never letting his guard down.
Díaz admitted that he wished he
was more open and wants to encourage all to drop our guards when in the

Photos courtesy of Mike Peters

classroom. “If you can do that, that is
[awesome]!” he exclaimed, as he informed the crowd that the college experience comes from being able to lower
that guard, in order to be transformed.
Language is a tool that we need and
college can give us those tools. “There
is no greater waste of a human life
than to live someone else’s dream.”
Díaz said that we live in a culture of
respectability and it teaches us what’s
on the surface is more important than
content. No wonder this straightforward, cool ‘nerd of color’ wore a blue
cotton shirt, dark denim jeans and
pair athletic kicks to his live literature
reading. He has removed his mask.
He confessed that Montclair
rejected him, but used it as a transition
to bolster his last point. “You’re awesome because you fail a lot.” He added
that the most successful people who
grow are the one’s who tolerate failure
the best. If you have an artistic calling all you have to do is find your form.

WEBSITE ONLY!!

www.themontclarion.org
This week on ‘Nessa.0 ...

This week’s Nessa.0 features a video called “Single Ladies Gone Wrong.”
It’s a real single lady fright with dancing, perfect for the spirit of Halloween.

Upcoming Events

Homecoming Casino Night......................................................Oct. 7
Homecoming Concert............................................................Oct. 8
Homecoming Midnight Breakfast..........................................Oct. 9
MSU vs TCNJ Homecoming Football Game.............................Oct. 9
Homecoming Parade and Performances................................. Oct. 9
Coming Out Week Flag Raising............................................Oct.11
“Proud to Be” Tabling......................................................Oct. 12
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Newark Detective Talks
about Gang Violence
Alan Akins
Staff Writer

Fraternities and sororities are
proud symbols of college tradition
who often display their pride through
the use of special hand signs, dances
and calls. Within these groups are
the proud members organized in special ranks, and when the time comes,
interested individuals will have the
opportunity to pledge for a chance
at Greek life. However, much of this
behavior is very similar to a rapidly growing culture in the United
States, gangs. Many people have had
a hard time distinguishing between
gangs and fraternities or sororities.
Yesterday the tables were turned
in room 1020 of University Hall.
“Money, Power, Respect” is an event
sponsored by Omega Phi Chi and
Iota Phi Theta, and both groups are
trying to destroy the misconceptions
people have about Greek life due to
gang prominence. These groups also
seek to show students a new understanding of gangs and what it means
to be a gang member. Rosemary Garcia of Omega Phi Chi said, “I think
it’s going to be a really fun program
and very informational about gang
awareness. It will give insight into
the real life of a gang member.”
“The gang problem is not a police
problem, it is everyone’s problem,”
said Detective Stephanie Treadwell
who gave a presentation involving
videos and slides with her partner

Detective Sonji Powell. Both are detectives from the Newark Police Department and deal with gangs often. According to Detective Treadwell, gangs
started on the West coast, originally
as a political movement to provide assistance for areas with people who
could not afford housing or community programs that needed funding.
However, funding was need for
gangs, so they began to sell drugs. After the sale of drugs, violence followed.
Gangs arrived on the East coast in
1990 in Riker’s Island Penitentiary.
The Latin Kings of that prison would
beat on the African American inmates.
“With the violence, we always say
that once a gang member reaches
the age of about 25, he or she is considered a senior citizen because most
of them don’t live past that age,”
said Detective Treadwell. Gangs
continue to recruit younger members, and today there are at least
three generations within each gang.
Tremain Williams, a senior and vice
president of Iota Phi Theta, stated that
it is the individuals within a fraternity
or sorority that bring about issues of
violence or negative behavior. Most
fraternities and sororities are not involved in violence and promote better behavior among students. Iota
Phi Theta is a predominantly African American fraternity, and many
of its members are from urban areas where gang violence is present
such as Newark and Jersey City.
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Nominees Chosen
for Homecoming
King and Queen
Congratulations to:
Monica DeMarco
Alicia Torres
Christina Alamo
Erin Keenan
Victoria Selko
Carlos Garcia
Kevin Hernandez
Farid Oyelaja
Jack Stovall
Joesph Zobel
You can vote online:
www.vote.montclair.edu

Courtesy of Alan Akins
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October 4
• Homecoming BBQ
• Homecoming King and Queen Talent Show
• Office Decoration and Residence Hall
Banner Contest

October 5
• Inflatables
• Outdoor Movie: Iron Man 2

October 6
• International Student Organization Food Festival
• Pre-Softball Game BBQ
• Softball Game/Pep Rally: Faculty, Staff, and Students
• King and Queen Finalist Announcement
• Coffeehouse

October 7
• Smoothies and Novelties
• Montclair State Iron Chef Competition
• Montclair State vs. Rutgers-Newark Volleyball Game
• Casino Night

October 8
• Coffee Bar
• Floatbuilding
• Airbrushing
• Banner Contest Judging
• Montclair State vs. New Paltz Field Hockey Game
• Kaleidoscope
• Homefest!

Homecoming and
Family Day 2010
A whole day of fun

Saturday, October 9

• Midnight Breakfast
• Marine Corp Flight Orientation
• Carnival
Carnival booths and novelty items such as
face painting, hair wrapping, caricaturist,
photo booth, and inflatables. Local vendors
will be on site as well.
• Vinyasa Power Yoga
• Mini-University
• BBQ
• Campus/Construction Tours
• Homecoming Parade/Performance
• Montclair State vs. City College of New York
Men’s Soccer Game
• Tailgate
• Ice Skating
• Montclair State vs. The College of New Jersey
Football Game
Halftime: Drums of Thunder and Recognition
of Class of 1960/Coach Edwards
King/Queen and Parade Winners Announced
• Dinner from Home
• Hype Night
• Kaleidoscope

Free parking on campus all day

See all the details at montclair.edu/homecoming
Programs subject to change without notice

HOMECOMING

0
1
20

SCHEDULE
OF EVENTS

20

10

& FAMILY DAY

Local merchants are offering discounts October 9-15.
See list of participating sponsors online at montclair.edu/homecoming.
1 Normal Avenue, Montclair, NJ • 973-655-4000 • montclair.edu/homecoming
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The Weekly Debate

Q: How Can We Deal With Off-Campus Relationships?
He Said

Robert Aitken
Production Editor

There’s a simple rule to follow
when you have a relationship with
someone not on campus: the further
away you are, the more effort necessary to try and make it work. It’s one
thing if you are with someone from
another nearby school, but once you
are talking about a significant other
who is more than a gas tank away,
you are more prone to problems.
Not everyone has the luxury of
living down the hall from their boy
or girl. People move out, transfer, graduate; these and many
other scenarios may a put a wedge
in
your
perfect
relationship.
1) Don’t freak out. Your boyfriend or girlfriend is not going to
be around as much, so not hearing
from them every day is more likely.
It doesn’t mean they stopped loving you; they just have things to do.
2) Leave it spontaneous. The
best shot for making your long-

distance relationship last long-term
is to not plan phone conversations or
Skype chats. When you schedule talking to your significant other like it’s
a class, it becomes more of a chore
than a perk. After all, it isn’t like you
scheduled these events back when
you were nearby one another, right?
3) Visit, but not too often. The visit
is something that takes a bit of planning. Your significant other should be
available and not have a big paper to
write or exam to study for. You are
there for them, so you want them to
be there for you too. There also needs
to be a discussion with any potential roommates. Nothing much has
to be said; just a heads up. Think of
it as a verbal sock on the doorknob.
4) Trust him/her. Facebook stalking may be such a great skill of yours
that you wish it could go on your resumé, but it isn’t fair. Your other half
is trying to live their life. Of course
you are a part of that, but you aren’t
the entire thing. Text messages may
go unanswered. Random wall posts
will confuse you. Take it all with a
grain of salt; use the entire salt shaker if that helps it go down easier.
5) Pay attention. This goes for all
relationships, honestly. If you see the
writing on the walls, bail out. There’s
no point in hour-long, tear-soaked
phone conversations if there’s a problem. Cut yourself clean if it gets unmanageable. There’s no need to suffer.

She Said

Jade Moskovitz
Staff Writer

My first recommendation would be
to refrain from jumping into an offcampus relationship unless you’re all
in. Of course, being only a couple minutes away from your partner presents
a completely different situation than
being a plane ride away. However,
any amount of distance could be just
enough to make or break a relationship.
Lucky for us, there are plenty of
ways to make the absence of a boyfriend
or girlfriend a little less of a challenge.
Besides the ability to text your
guy or girl whenever you wish, you
could also give them a call or even
see each other through the use of ooVoo or Skype. As long as you stay in
touch, the connection between two
individuals shouldn’t be an issue.
After
all,
as
Eleanor
Roosevelt said, “Absence makes the
heart grow fonder.” And this was way
before text messaging and video chat.
However, the spark can only stay

lit for so long without physically
seeing one another, so plan a visit.
Of course, if you’re within driving
distance, this shouldn’t be much of
an issue, but consider your schedules and pencil each other in.
Make sure that when you see
each other you not only spend some
time alone, but also get to know
their friends and surroundings.
A big factor in long distance
relationships
is
trust.
Meeting his or her friends can make
you feel more comfortable and
make
stories
more
relatable.
In establishing this idea of trust, try
not to encourage guilt on either side.
No, this does not mean to hook up with
random people, hide it from your significant other and hold no remorse.
It means that when you’re apart you
shouldn’t hold back from going out
with friends and having a good time.
It’s true that when you enter
into a relationship you may want
to go “all in,” however you don’t
want to make your significant
other the only person in your life.
That brings me to my next point:
suffocation. When you’re dating
someone on-campus, you don’t want
a phone call or text every minute of
every hour. Off-campus relationships
work the same way. It’s one thing to
check in, but another to hound. Sending a cute text every once in a while
is appreciated, but don’t overdo it.

Email your Campus Concerns to MSUfeature@gmail.com
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LEVERAGE YOUR CURRENT BACHELOR’S
DEGREE INTO A BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN NURSING (BSN) IN JUST 12 MONTHS
WITH OUR FASTTRACK BSN DEGREE.
Our curriculum is offered at two convenient
locations: Jersey City main campus starting
in September and at Brookdale Community
College’s Communiversity in May.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (888) 541-1289
OR E-MAIL ARODRIGUEZ10@NJCU.EDU
2039 KENNEDY BOULEVARD
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07305-1597
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@ MSU

Introducing
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Enjoy Self Service Access 24 Hours
7 Days A Week To:

Now Your Family And Friends Can Easily Purchase Red Hawk

HOW

Dollars For You Via The Web:
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The Workout Station:
Abdominals

1.
Vanessa Hargreaves
Assistant Feature Editor

3.

4.

This week’s workout focuses on abdominals and getting them looking
great! You will need a set of dumbbells
for these easy steps. Remember with
abdominal workouts and stretching, it
is very important to breathe throughout
to fully contract all parts of the muscle.
Remember to do different muscle group
workouts weekly, so that each muscle
group gets time to develop and recover.
Step 1: Ab Cross Overs- Sit on the
floor with your knees bent at a 90-degree angle. Lower your torso to a C-sit
position, scooping out the belly. Place a
weight in each hand and with your left
arm, cross it over to the right side, but
do it as if you were lightly punching the
air, fully extending the arm outward.
Bring the arm back to a bent elbow
and switch with your right arm. Repeat this cross-over motion swiftly, doing 10 on each side, three sets in total.

2.

Step 2: Side Ab Rotation- Remain
on the floor in the C-sit position and
put your hands together in the center of your body with both weights
clasped tightly. If it is too heavy,
you can hold one weight with both
hands. Now, only moving your arms
and keeping your torso steady, rotate
the weights to your left side. Tap the
floor with your weights, and then rotate to your right side. This will target your side abdominal region. Do 10

reps on each side, three sets in total.
Step 3: Ab Hugger Stretch- Remain on the floor and hug your knees
into your chest by wrapping your
arms around your legs. For an added
stretch in your back, hug your knees
while laying on the floor and gently
rock from side to side, relaxing the

spine. Hold the stretch for 30 seconds.
Step 4: Lying Ab Stretch- Lay flat
on the floor and fully extend your arms
over your head. Practice taking deep
breaths in and out, slowly contracting
the abdominal muscles. Imagine scooping your belly in and fully releasing
out. Hold this stretch for 30 seconds.

Watch the video at: www.themontclarion.org

Are You Among the
“Very Young at Heart?”
Pursue Your Passion to Stay Young

James Carpentier
Staff Writer

The lyrics to the right are from
a song called “Young at Heart” by
Johnny Richards and Carolyn Leigh.
It was written nearly 60 years ago
and still maintains its meaning today.
Frank Sinatra perhaps was best
known for singing it, although several
other singers such as Jimmy Durante, Perry Como, Tony Bennett, Bing
Crosby, Willie Nelson and Barry Manilow also recorded the pop ballad.
And now for MSU students, faculty,
campus employees and alumni during
this Homecoming weekend, the question begs to be asked: How many of you
are “among the very young at heart?”
Yes, how many of you are either
aspiring to follow a “dream” career
— one that’s truly your passion, your
calling, what’s really in your heart
— or are you instead being swayed
to a career or major by dollar signs
or your peers? Are you being influenced by friends or family members?
How many faculty and other
campus employees love their job or
their chosen profession and really
feel “young at heart” — or are they
too busy counting the days, months
or years until they retire? And how
many MSU alumni out there are
“among the young at heart,” who
have found their vocation so inspiring that they don’t want to retire at
age 75, but would continue working if blessed with good health?
Need examples of those who love
their jobs so much they won’t retire? How about TV’s “Golden Girl”
Betty White going strong at age 88?
She’s currently very much in demand in Hollywood and still making movies and guest appearances.

College football has legendary
coach Joe Paterno still roaming the
sidelines this fall at age 83. He has
either found what it means to be
“young at heart” or the youthful college football players year after year
have indeed kept him “young at heart!”
The recent Oct. 3 issue of Parade
magazine mentioned other college
football coaches that refused to step
down after the traditional retirement
age of 65, such as Grambling University’s popular coach Eddie Robinson
who retired at age 78 and Florida

State’s Bobby Bowden who left the
coaching ranks last year at age 80.
Then Parade mentioned the legendary Alabama coach Paul “Bear”
Bryant, who “told friends he often felt
like quitting, but couldn’t because so
many staff members depended on him.
When he finally retired, he jokingly
predicted he would ‘probably croak in a
week.’ Four weeks later he was dead.”
Perhaps MSU students, faculty,
alumni and campus staff should not
think in terms of ever retiring at a certain age, but instead think ahead about

keeping busy even after one’s career
is done. In other words, it’s far better not to think about growing old,
but instead count one’s blessings,
strive to maintain a positive outlook
and try to follow a healthy lifestyle
by keeping physically and mentally
active, opting for nutritious foods
and beverages and getting adequate
sleep, fresh air and exercise — optimal ways to keep your heart “young.”
And last but not least: You must
keep thinking “young” so that “love
is either in your heart or on its way.”
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The E
xo
rci
st
is coming
to Montclair State University
Father Vincent Lampert, is one of less than two dozen Priests in the United States who have been trained,
and given the faculties from the Catholic Church to serve as an Exorcist.
Fr. Lampert was appointed the official Exorcist for the Archdiocese of Indianapolis in 2005 and received
formal training under the Head Exorcist in Rome in 2006.
Father Lampert will deliver the FIRST ANNUAL ARCHBISHOP JOHN J. MYERS LECTURE SERIES,
sponsored by the NEWMAN CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY at MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY on
the Catholic Church's understanding of exorcism, demonic activity, and the like. The event, "The Real Exorcist," is open to the public and a Q&A session will follow the formal portion of Father's presentation

October 13, 2010 − 7:30 Pm
Montclair State University
University Hall Conference Center
(7th Floor)
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
A Class II Organization of the Montclair State University SGA
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Do More Than Tolerate at MSU

Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion

S

tudents have reacted to the
recent events at Rutgers
with a message of tolerance. Tyler
Clementi should have never felt
that suicide was his only option
after facing humiliation and privacy violations by his roommate,
Dharun Ravi. While many have
brought up the issues of privacy,
social networking and webcams,
some have taken it as an opportunity to look at how our society
treats lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender (LGBT) people.
At Montclair State we have a
thriving LGBT center that works
tirelessly to provide support and
a safe-haven for students. Looking
at the relatively low rate of hate
crimes in recent years, one could
argue that this is a tolerant campus; meaning that recorded incidences of bullying, verbal and
physical attacks are infrequent.

But does this mean we have an
especially welcoming campus community? Or are students not speaking out?
The Montclarion has always felt
that it is extremely important to
report on and examine any and all
hate crimes on campus – wether they
are based on gender, race or sexuality. But the recent events at Rutgers
hit close to home. If anything, it has
shown the value of having a supportive LGBT organization on campus
where all students feel comfortable
and welcome. Unfortunately, it has
also shown the statuses that are
ignored on sites like Twitter and
Facebook.
Originally created as sites that
provide social connections and
access to instant information, the
popularity of Twitter and Facebook
has skyrocketed within the past
year alone. It seems that everyone

– from John McCain to Lady Gaga –
tweets. As a society, it suggests that
we’ve placed a considerable amount
of importance on these websites.
Our ability to “stay connected” is our
top priority.
Which is why the fact that no one
who followed Rhavi’s tweets days
before he announced his egregious
plan to broadcast his roomate’s private affairs said or did anything is
disturbing.
Several days before, Rhavi allegedly tweeted that Clementi was,
“making out with a dude.” He later
dared students to watch his roommate via webcam.
One day after Rhavi taped
Clementi having sex with another
man, Clementi changed his status
on Facebook to “Jumping off the gw
bridge sorry.” Later that evening, he
committed suicide.
We are bombarded by so much

useless information online, that
cries for help don’t seem to faze us.
We’ve been so desensitized by millions of inane tweets and status
updates, that obvious signs of bullying and violations of privacy go by
unnoticed.
Yes, we should all be “tolerant”
of other human beings. But more
often than not, the situation calls for
going beyond tolerance. Tolerance
suggests that while we put up with
other people’s differences, we don’t
necessarily respect them, and we
won’t speak out against injustices.
Just tolerating someone is passive,
and it allows hate crimes to take
place. Standing idly by while your
fellow students are suffering condones bullying and abuse. If we
learn compassion, as well as respect
for others, we will be motivated to do
more than just tolerate their differences.

This issue reaches far beyond college campuses. When we debate over
wether human beings are “legal” or
not, we promote intolerance. When
we debate wether or not Americans
can be openly homosexual and still
serve their country in the military, we suggest that it is wrong
to be a homosexual human being.
Dehumanizing terms followed by
actions have consequences. Once we
classify people as the “other”, it’s
easy to dismiss them and treat them
badly.
The entire staff at The
Montclarion hopes that all students
will not stand by and allow themselves or anyone else to be bullied
or threatened. Let the appropriate
authorities know, whether it’s the
administration, parents or police.
Speak out.
-Katherine Milsop

The Homecoming Saga
Continues

Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion

I

t is that time of the year
again at Montclair State
University. Homecoming
is upon us yet again and, just
like most years, morale on campus has grown from silence to
a faint roar, if that.
There has been, however, a
small buzz about this year’s
events. It hasn’t surrounded
the football game, the king and
queen competition or the barbeques popping up across campus.
The majority of the noise
surrounding Homecoming 2010
pertained to the now-infamous
Nicki Manaj booking fiasco.
Now, announced just days ago,

recording artist Fabolous will take
the place thought to have been filled
by Minaj.
It seems like, in most cases, MSU
students don’t seem to care about
the happenings of their campus.
This is why it is at least refreshing
to learn about a petition started by
student Joel Torres.
In the letter, which is signed by
Torres and 55 other Montclair State
students, the Student Government
Association’s spending habits are
called into question. Two reccommendations are also made in the
letter, addressed to MSU President
Susan Cole: access to information on
how and where the SGA spends, as
well as a call to the MSU community

for more input.
The booking of Fabolous, as well
as other musical acts, after all fees,
has cost $32,798.21. Couple that
with the $27,000 that was lost to the
Nicki Minaj scam and this will be
an expensive weekend for the SGA.
Using the $48.90 SGA fee charged
to every MSU student, the cost of
the entire ordeal is covered by just
over 1,200 MSU students.
The money intended for Minaj is
yet to be reimbursed to the university, but it has led to worries from
students like Torres. Should all of
this money really be shelled out for
one week that is seldom cared for at
a school with a lack of spirit?
In response to Torres and the

undersigned students, access to the
SGA’s financial records are, indeed,
public, if you so choose to ask. The
SGA is a public entity and they, not
Montclair State University, police
their own spending.
As for the second point raised,
in terms of the MSU community’s
role on campus, that request needs
to begin from within the masses.
What better time of the year to
take pride and responsibility for
what your school can offer than at
Homecoming?
Instead of being a parody of
itself, Homecoming weekend can be
seen as a way to see what is good
and bad, as well as what changes
and improvements are needed. Not

everyone may enjoy the carnival
happening this weekend, but it
is up to the MSU community to
state that.
There is, however, one easy
option for getting your voice
heard and helping Montclair
State get the most bang for their
buck: become a legislator for the
SGA.
-Robert Aitken
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Village Residents Treated like Kids at Camp
Village C.A.s Should Think Twice Before Yelling During Evening Rounds

L

iving
on campus is
the epitome
of the college
experience. It
allows the college student to
socialize with
their peers
and enjoy an
independence
Mike Monostra that simply
Sports Editor doesn’t compare with living at home with one’s parents.
For three years, I have thoroughly
enjoyed living on campus. I lived in Bohn
Hall my freshman year and the Clove Road
Apartments sophomore and junior year.
While the rooms weren’t always in the best
shape, I enjoyed living at school. I never had
a problem with a C.A. and had never been in
trouble for breaking any regulations. It was
fun living on my own.
For this year, my senior year, I decided to
live in the Village with three of my friends,
who had lived there in previous years. I had
been in their apartment before, really liked
the facilities and figured it would be fun living there in my final year at college.
Well, a month into the school year, I am
enjoying living with my friends and I really
like the facilities. But I’m not necessarily
happy.
This school year, there have been some
changes to some of the rules and regula-

Speaking of wild parties, these happen
tions for living on campus. And some of the
at the Village sometimes. It’s bound to hapchanges are not for the better.
pen in a wet dorm. This is why there are
One rule that changed for this school
rules on noise levels coming from one apartyear is the guest policy. In the Residential
ment. ResEd has designated quiet hours
Handbook, it states that each person in an
from 10 p.m. to 10 a.m. Sunday through
apartment can have up to three guests. In
Thursday, and 12 a.m. to 12 p.m. Friday and
the next bullet point, it states that there can
Saturday.
be no more than 12 guests in any one apartThis rule makes sense; there shouldn’t
ment.
be excessive noise when people are tryNow, I take this rule as saying that up to
ing to sleep.
16 people can be
in any one apartHowever, my
ment, 12 guests
building
plus the four resi- “ It’s like when you go to summer camp has actually
dents.
had C.A.s
However, at
when you’re a kid and you can’t make patrol the
the beginning of
hallways at
the year there noise when it’s lights out. Last I checked, night during
were flyers statquiet hours
ing that there the people here aren’t 10 years old ... At and do nothcan be no more
ing but yell
least allow your residents to enjoy the at people to
than 12 people in
one apartment.
be quiet. My
freedoms they have.”
That’s 12 people
ap a r t me nt
including resihas persondents.
ally been told
Not only is there a problem with conto be quiet on six separate occasions in the
tradictory rules here, but they are actually
first month and only once was it following a
enforcing the 12 people per apartment rule.
time when there was a lot of noise.
Now, I understand that they have rules
A good example of how ridiculous it has
like this for fire safety reasons, but is 16
gotten came a few Mondays ago. It was
really that big of a difference? I have a large
about 11 p.m. and one of my roommates
group of friends that likes to hang out at our
was playing a video game, while the rest of
place sometimes, we’re not throwing wild
us were studying and doing homework. My
parties or causing a ruckus, so why should
roommate’s TV was far from too loud, conwe get in trouble?
sidering I live in the bedroom next to him

and couldn’t hear the TV with my door wide
open. Yet a C.A. came by, and told us that
the TV was too loud.
I understand enforcing quiet hours rules
if there is clearly a party or some other crazy
event going on at 2 a.m. on Tuesday or something.
But to have C.A.s patrolling a building
and yelling at residents for every little peep
of noise is excessive and ridiculous.
In addition to my own apartment, I’ve
seen three other apartments on my floor
alone get in trouble for the same thing. It’s
like when you go to summer camp when
you’re a kid and you can’t make noise when
it’s lights out. Last I checked, the people here
aren’t 10 years old.
Despite all of these issues, I still like living on campus. I am enjoying the Village
and I’m enjoying my senior year of college.
But I’m not enjoying the treatment I’m
receiving from the staff at the Village.
In many ways, the treatment we get from
these rules is worse than living at home and
that defeats the purpose of living at college
all together.
My plea to ResEd is to ease up just a little
bit. We’re paying tons of money that helps
pay for your job, at least allow your residents
to enjoy the freedoms that they have.

Mike Monostra, a broadcasting major, is in his first
year as Sports Editor for The Montclarion.

Students Speak:
How do you feel about privacy on Facebook? Do
you update your status often and share personal
information?

Maulik Sardhara
Senior
Accounting

Maghavi Kanani
Sophomore
Business

Lauren Horn
Junior
Family & Child Studies

Tahjj Hemby
Junior
Psychology

“It’s not private at all, depending
on your settings. Even if you do
have settings, they’re constantly
making changes. You don’t really
have any privacy.”

“It’s okay for temporary
situations, perhaps for a week
or two. Not for long-term ... You
can’t rely on it.”

“I feel that Facebook has enough
privacy on it. There’s different
settings to how you want it. If
you only want people to see
your picture or if you want them
to see everything from your
religious background to sexual
preference.”

“It’s very important. You don’t
want to talk to people that
you’re not familiar with or you
don’t have any information on. If
you meet people off of
Facebook, you just want to make
sure you know who you’re
talking to and what they’re
about.”
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Protect Yourself and Your Reputation Online
Student Looks At How Social Networking Can Affect Our Private Lives

I

t is no surprise that the
Internet has
made it possible for the
privacy
of
individuals
everywhere to
be invaded by
almost anyone.
No matter
Sekinah brodie what precauColumnist
tions you take,
there is still a
chance that you will fall victim to identity
theft, hackers and the countless other privacy invasions.
So the question I pose is this: Are our digital lives and the advantages of technology
worth relinquishing our individual rights to
privacy?
The advantages of the technology that
most of us cannot live without (like cell
phones and the Web) are obvious. They make

it more convenient to socialize, research,
connect and, in a sense, survive.
But the dangers of the Internet outweigh
the positives. Social networks like Facebook
have turned from a place to simply connect with new people or re-connect with old
friends to a haven for high school drama and
rumors.
Essentially, it’s what Myspace turned into
before it declined in popularity.
With these networks, the once popular
chat rooms and easy access to the Internet
for kids and young teens, “cyberbullying”
has emerged as the latest online threat.
Now ask yourself, have you ever been bullied or harassed over the net? Personally, I
have never been bullied in real life, or in the
cyber world, nor would I take it seriously if
somebody attempted to do that.
I mean think about it, as soon as I unplug
the computer, most of the people on there
mean nothing to me.
But everyone reacts to pressures differently. Not to mention how quickly things get
around the Internet with a simple “Retweet”

on Twitter, status update on Facebook or
with gossip sites like TMZ.
You have to take the good with the bad.
You can find out anything you want whenever you want.
But at the same time, if someone posts
unflattering or explicit pictures of you on a
website, they can easily become viral. And
it has always been said that once something
gets into cyberspace, it is never really deleted.
Maybe this is why the Rutgers incident
reached the fatal end that it did. If this
young man was living a certain lifestyle that
his loved ones knew nothing about, I can
understand his devastation when finding
out that his personal affairs were broadcast
on the World Wide Web.
This tragic situation is just a prime
example of when technology can destroy
someone’s life, helped, of course, by some
very disturbed students.
But society is to blame as well. The general publics’ views of homosexuality makes it
difficult for some people living that lifestyle

to be comfortable in their own skin, which
is why some individuals may be hesitant to
reveal that part of their life. And to knowingly expose someone when they are trying
their best to keep their private life private is
indeed cruel.
At the end of the day it is important to
protect yourself and your reputation.
If you do not want somebody to know
something about you, do not put it all over
the Internet.
Stop posting all the details of your personal life on Twitter every five seconds.
Leave some things for yourself, your family
and your home.
If you have been bullied over the Internet,
maybe it is time to say something about it
or detach yourself from social networking
altogether.
Let’s face it, technology is not going away,
but our privacy is.

Sekinah Brodie, an English major, is in her first year
as a columnist for The Montclarion.

A Little Chitchat: Stinkbugs

I

nvade
may seem like a
strong term to
use for a subject
such as this,
but if you have
had any kind of
encounter with
stink
bugs,
I’m sure you’ll
agree with my
Dinah polk
Assistant feature choice of words.
And if you are
editor
one of the few
people living
in New Jersey that has not had a run in
with these nasty creatures, consider yourself
lucky. However, if you are freaked out by
stink bugs, here’s a little info for you.
Brown Marmorated Stink Bugs are
native to Asia and were first found in the

U.S in Pennsylvania in the mid-nineties.
Lately, they have made their way to N.J
and they are not showing any sign of leaving. They seem to be everywhere outside
and many people have been finding them in
their homes as well. Although they are not
harmful to humans and do not bite, they are
still a serious problem. Aside from damaging crops, they multiply quickly and look for
warm places to hang out during the winter,
like your house.
Sadly, there is no quick fix in getting rid
of stink bugs, but there are a few things that
you can do to control them. You can call an
exterminator, but all they are going to do is
spray some insecticides and unfortunately,
that isn’t guaranteed to solve the problem
anyway. A good way to prevent them from
getting inside in the first place is to seal any
areas of your house that could allow them to
sneak in, like windows. If you happen to find
that it is too late to prevent them from enter-

ing your home, killing them is really your
only option. But how? Well most people think
the smell that they let out when you squish
them is unbearable, not to mention the blood
that squirts out of them, I on the other hand,
don’t really mind it.
They kind of smell like grass in my opinion and I would much rather have my house
smell like grass for a few minutes than to
have to look at those ugly things. I have been
hearing of other methods though, like sucking them up with a vacuum or trapping them
and flushing them down the toilet.
I have also found that my cat likes to
hunt them, but if you don’t have a feline
exterminator living with you, I would just do
whatever works.
So now you know that other than being
everywhere, smelly and extremely unpleasant to look at, stink bugs are not going to
hurt you. And until someone finds a way to
force them out of N.J. completely, I would

A stinkbug on a metal post on campus.
Nelson DePasquale| The Montclarion

just recommend adopting a cat, or investing
in a dust buster and keeping it within reach
at all times.

Dinah Polk, an English education major, is in her
second year as assistant feature editor for The
Montclarion.

No Follow Through With Online Socializing
Student Tired Of Being Ignored By Online Friends In Real Life

M

Jessica Freeland
Columnist

y
name
is
J e s s i c a
Freeland
and you can
find me on
Facebook,
Myspace,
Formspring,
YouTube —
the list goes
on.
I have a
few hundred
“friends” who
have a few

thousand “friends.”
We know each other’s birth dates, relationship statuses, education and in some
cases, addresses and phone numbers.
Right now, while typing this article at 11
p.m., 89 of my “friends” are on Facebook.
To some of you, that may seem like a
small number. To the rest, it may seem like
I am a “friend adding fiend.” Regardless, I
am here to point out a particular fact. Out
of those, now 86, people on Facebook, I am
speaking with one. And guess what? That
one doesn’t even go to Montclair State.
So I ask these two questions: Where
is everybody in real life? And why do you
add me if you are not planning to speak to

me?
Well, when is this going to happen?
If I had a quarter for every Facebook or
Are you worried I won’t like you just
Myspace friend that passed me in real life
as much in real life or is something in my
without saying hello, despite having had
teeth? Choose one, because the suspense is
conversations online, I would have enough
really killing me.
money to get myself a lifetime supply of
Personally, I like to say hello. I like to
gumballs and temporary tattoos.
meet new people at Montclair and muster up
But, I am getting ahead of myself. Let me
a sense of camaraderie throughout this camtackle the first
pus. At home,
question I asked
I like to do
— the “where
the same. I’ll
“ If I had a quarter for every
is everybody in
usually give
real life” one.
a cheerful,
Facebook or Myspace friend that passed “Hiya neighOf course, I
have “friends”
me in real life without saying hello ... I bor!” when
who are not in
called
for
the same place
(Well, maybe
would have enough money to get
as me. I could
not so much
be in Montclair
the “neighmyself a lifetime supply of gumballs
while
they
bor” part, but,
and temporary tattoos.”
study abroad in
you know, the
Australia. On
usual).
a smaller scale,
We
are
I could be busy
social creawriting articles in my dormitory while they
tures and those social skills should not just
are cruisin’ down the News Feed during
be saved for the social networks! I won’t bite.
class (don’t tell anyone).
I won’t call you ugly. I won’t delete you off my
However, whenever our paths do inter“page” if you say “hi” to me in person.
twine, more often then not, I am met with
As a matter of fact, I would appreciate
no signs of acknowledgement — not even a
it more if you said “hi,” because what’s the
point of you being my “friend” if you don’t
casual nod. Didn’t we just have a great conwant to talk?
versation about music, sports and/or other
This brings me to my next question: Why
entertainment last night? Didn’t we just say,
do
you add me if you are not planning to
“Yeah! We definitely have to hang out soon!”

Thumbs Up to

speak to me?
Think about it everyone. We add and add
and add people on these social networks. We
collect names, faces, descriptions, quotes,
pictures, and for what? We stare at some
random person’s page until we are bored and
sign off, and then go online again because we
are bored. Remember that quote by Apple,
“There’s an App for that?” Well, now there’s
a group for that.
I am pretty sure they have some kind
of group called “Don’t add me unless you’re
planning to talk,” and I am fairly certain
that at least 80,000 people “liked” it. Well,
here I am saying, “let’s talk.”
Yes, I understand we may not always
have the time to have lengthy conversations,
we may be rushing to classes or to our jobs,
but why keep adding if you don’t plan on,
well, being “friends?”
Everybody wants a friend and then they
hide behind a computer. This autumn weather is calling, so let’s get outside and socialize!
Let’s be a part of something besides an
online “group” together. I know, Facebook is
easy to manage, it’s just the click of a profile
and you reach your destination.
Well, if you look closely after going outside
and interacting with real friends, you can
see how much of the real world is at your
fingertips.
		

Jessica Freeland, an English education major, is in
her first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

finding a replacement for Nicki Minaj!

Thumbs Down to Fabolous being her replacement.
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Arts & Entertainment
Of Montreal Carry on Success with False Priest
MSUArts@gmail.com

The Montclarion

Guitarist Bryan Poole Talks to The Montclarion
Mark Gould
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Sara Sciabbarrasi
Staff Writer

It takes a lot for a band
to stay relevant this decade.
Most bands come and go without leaving much of a legacy.
Of Montreal, however, has
been around since 1996 without any signs of slowing down.
Brainchild of Kevin Barnes,
Of Montreal recently released
its 10th studio album, False
Priest, which is currently topping charts across college radio programs. The band also
has plans to travel abroad for
a worldwide tour through October. So what’s the trick to
maintaining longevity? Give
the fans something they’ve
never seen before, and keep
them wanting more.
In a phone interview, Of
Montreal guitarist Bryan
Poole, better known as BP,
talked about the band’s new
album, theatrical performances and praise of their fan base,
among other topics.
Of Montreal has always
been a theatrical band. When
performing live, band members will often don festive accessories including makeup
and wings. Barnes dresses in
tight, revealing feminine clothing and makes several costume changes throughout the
night. On stage performances
are never anything less than
shocking and sexy. From live

white stallions to simulated
sex, Of Montreal always provides the complete theatrical
experience. If you can’t see the
stage, it’s a shame but not a
total loss. Above the stage are
constant streams of video art
that awe the audience struggling on the tips of their toes.
The live shows co-align with
their eccentric style of multiinstrumental alternative rock.
As Poole claims, “We want
to push the limits, and we’re
known for that now.”
“With every tour, we’ll
spend a couple of days before
thinking, what do we do?” admitted Poole. Most bands will
perform their music and leave,
possibly interacting with the
crowd in between songs, but
Of Montreal goes above and
beyond the relationship between band and fan. The band
aims to entertain, although
there’s a valid reason why
more bands don’t go to such
extremes. Poole humbly said,
“We’re not making any money,
but it’s fun.”
Janelle Monaé, a new funky
musical artist, is currently
touring with Of Montreal,
and proves to be the right fit.
Monaé sings on several tracks
on Of Montreal’s new album,
False Priest, complementing
the high vocals of Barnes.
Poole described the relationship between her and the band
as a perfectly matched family. Recently having come out
with the incredibly diverse al-

Photo courtesy of http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Of_Montreal

bum, The ArchAndroid, she’s
described as having all the
ingredients needed to be a superstar.
False Priest is a unique
work in the genre. It incorporates elements of R&B, funk
and even nerd-core rock. Lead
singer and songwriter Kevin Barnes takes his time to
compose the album, and then
gathers his crew and puts everything together in a matter
of days. When asked if a new
album was in sight, Poole

stated, “Kevin could come out
with a new album every three
months, but we do have a new
one lined up called The Controller Sphere.”
The most important part
of a band is their fan base,
and Of Montreal has built a
respectable and loyal collection of followers over the past
decade. Poole does nothing
but praise the band’s fans. He
calls them “smart, cute, overall good kids” and jokes that
he should cherish them while

he still has people listening to
the music.
After nearly 15 years of
music, it’s clear that Of Montreal has found a niche in
the world of alternative rock.
They’ve given fans something
that hasn’t been done before,
unique and eccentric music
with a one-of-a-kind live experience. The band’s success is
sure to continue.
Of Montreal is currently
on tour, and False Priest is in
stores now.

Update Your Statuses: The Social Network Is Here
Film Provides Inside Look at the Creation of Facebook
Nelson DePasquale
Editor In Chief

It’s amazing that the most
successful social networking
site in the world was created
by one of the least social people ever.
The Social Network, based on
the book The Accidental Millionaires by Ben Mezrich, tells
the story of the birth of Facebook and the people who claim
the site is rightfully theirs.
The movie is centered on two
lawsuits against Facebook creator Mark Zuckerberg (Jesse
Eisenberg), and his socially
awkward, blunt personality.
Director David Fincher and
writer Aaron Sorkin let the
viewers decide whose side they
should be on. The movie is fueled by arguments involving
three parties during pre-trial
negotiations which almost
flawlessly weave in and out
of the flashbacks that explain
the origins of Facebook.

Twin brothers Cameron
and Tyler Winklevoss (Armie
Hammer and Josh Pence)
claim Zuckerberg stole their
intellectual property. The
Winklevoss twins employed
Zuckerberg to write code for
a website that would allow all
Harvard students to use one
“facebook,” a pre-digital book
with pictures of all the freshmen living in a dorm, instead
of having one for every different house. They approached
him after he created a viral
website that compared girls
based on looks, which Zuckerberg created to get his mind
off of his bad breakup. Zuckerberg took the Winklevoss’ idea,
improved it and made the site
that 500 million people use on
a daily basis today.
Eduardo Saverin (Andrew
Garfield), Zuckerberg’s best
(and only) friend was the Chief
Financial Officer (CFO) of Facebook and was with Zuckerberg from the very beginning.
One million users later, he

was “phased out” of the company. He is now fighting for
his share.
The unusual thing about this
movie is that there really is no
clear cut protagonist or antagonist. At the same time, that’s
what’s good about it. The story
is told by the characters while
in negotiations with each other
and their lawyers. The “good
guy” is up to each viewer and
how they see the case. Except
for the choice to portray Zuckerberg as a sarcastic wise guy,
the film doesn’t point fingers
as to who is right or wrong.
The portrayal of Zuckerberg
isn’t exactly offensive either.
Yes, he is a wise-cracking,
frank nerd who seems to have
no tact when he talks, but he
is still likable. His intelligence
and dry humor show in his
dialogue. I personally enjoyed
his character and I couldn’t
help but overhear audience
members murmur things like
“I like him” or “he’s funny.”
With Zuckerberg being in

the news lately for donating
up to $100 million to struggling Newark public schools,
many thought it was to help
negate his bad image in the
movie. But aside from the occasional name calling, the
film’s portrayal of him wasn’t
very incriminating.
Another great touch to the
movie was Justin Timberlake’s
character Sean Avery. Timberlake plays the creator of Napster and gives the movie some
spice and pizzazz. Timberlake
does for The Social Network
what Avery did for Facebook.
He was the straw that stirred
the drink, the guy who took it
to the next level. Avery is one
of the reasons for Saverin’s
downfall. Zuckerberg sides
with Avery rather than Saverin on many aspects of the
site, especially advertising, although he evidently made the
correct choices.
At points it looks like Zuckerberg has a man-crush on
Avery. But hey, which codewriting computer nerd doesn’t
have a man-crush on the creator of Napster?
Since you hear the arguments against Zuckerberg in
the movie, you can’t help but
feel bad for these guys (they
actually do have legitimate
cases). But in the end, if you
were them you wouldn’t be
complaining all that much.
And I’m sure they’re all getting a piece of The Social Network in their pockets as well.
Zuckerberg, the Winklevoss

brothers and Saverin must
have stopped arguing after
the lawsuits were settled, got
together and said “hey, let’s
make some cash off of this.” It
paid off.
The Social Network is
timely, hip and aimed at college students. College life in
the film is portrayed with lots
of alcohol, sex and drugs … so
it’s fairly accurate.
The fact that Facebook affects so many people on a daily
basis says that this movie will
be an enormous success at the
box office. Expect it to be one
of the highest grossing movies
of the year.
My overall grade for this
movie is an A-. And that’s saying a lot for a movie that’s fueled by legal negotiations and
documents. Also, in the first
few scenes of the movie it’s
hard to figure out that they are
using flashbacks to and from
the negotiations because they
just use basic cuts. But after
the second or third cut you
know exactly what’s going on
and it works perfectly towards
the end of the movie.
To think all of Facebook
came about just because of
Zuckerberg’s sore heart is absurd, yet inspiring. The next
time you’re on the smelly end
of a bad breakup, think a little
bit instead of just drowning
your sorrows. You can be the
next person who is worth $25
billion after six years of work.
My advice: go see this movie.

To watch the trailer for
The Social Network visit
www.themontclarion.org
Justin Timberlake (left) and Jesse Eisenberg (right) star in The Social Network

Photo courtesy of www.filmofilia.com
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Arts & Cultural Programming
Jedediah Wheeler, Executive Director
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The Seagull
Anton Chekhov
Directed by Julie Fain Lawrence
by

T

The Seagull

he Seagull is Anton Chekhov’s slice-of-life “comedy” about the
human hunger for love and the personal tragedies that occur when
it remains unrequited. Chekhov’s characters search for love, success,
artistic genius, and life’s fulfillment. Like Shakespeare’s, Chekhov’s
characters are so complex and so true that they live on in the mind and
imagination long after the final curtain comes down.
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Kaleidoscope
A
Kaleidoscope

90-minute nonstop showcase featuring music of all styles:
choral, orchestral, band, jazz, vocal, chamber, musical theater,
and solo instrumental.
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Young Concert Artists
D

Benjamin Moser
piano

Courtenay Budd
soprano

Jose
Franch-Ballester
clarinet

Wonny Song
piano

Young Concert Artists

uring its 50-year history as an acclaimed force in the growth of
classical musicianship nationwide, Young Concert Artists (YCA)
launched the careers of many notable musicians such as Emanuel Ax,
Christopher O’Riley and Dawn Upshaw. The musicians in our concert
are recipients of YCA’s prestigious Alexander Kasza-Kasser prize, which
is awarded annually to its most promising discoveries. Program includes
Strauss, Mahler, Schubert, Poulenc and Beethoven.

This concert has been made possible with the generous support of The Honorable Mary Mochary.

"-&9"/%&3,"44&35)&"5&3
0$5!QNt'3&& (Ticket Required)

Christopher Janney
Physical Music

C
Christopher Janney

hristopher Janney has made a remarkable career of melding the
disparate disciplines of architecture and musical composition into
such inventions as the MSU Amphitheater installation, Everywhere Is
the Best Seat. Join Mr. Janney and moderator Christine Temin for a
community conversation about his work, as well as the premiere of
“What Is a Heart?”, a documentary film about Janney, directed by
Theodore Bogosian, featuring performances by Mikhail Baryshnikov,
Emily Coates, and The Persuasions.
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(in the Montclair State University Amphitheater)

5 ) 3 6  / 0 7     t       t  ' 3 & &
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(in the Alexander Kasser Theater lobby)

rwww.peakperfs.org
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*MSU undergraduate students receive one ticket at no additional charge to every event, through the Performing Arts Fee, with their valid student IDs. Tickets for the public are $15.
1)0504Moser/Christian Steiner, Budd/James Ferrara, Franch-Ballester/Christian Steiner, Song/Bo Huang, Janney/©PhenomenArts, Inc. Kaleidoscope/ Courtesy of Montclair State University/Mike Peters
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The National Performs At The Wellmont
Crowd Goes Wild for Brooklyn Based Indie Rockers
Lori Wieczorek
Opinion Editor

Standing as an exception to my
generation, I’ve developed a selective
enthusiasm towards concerts. Unless
I absolutely adore a band, I will not
see them perform. I firmly believe that
I would be misrepresenting myself.
There is nothing worse than being at a
show and the person next to you is stoic, unfazed by the music flowing from
the stage. I would never want to be one
of those unenthused concert goers.
You can imagine my excitement
when I received an e-mail informing
me that one of my favorite bands was
going to be performing at the Wellmont
Theater in Montclair. Much to my pleasure, that band was The National.
From the very first time I heard
Matt Berninger’s baritone voice spilling from my speakers, I was enthralled.
You may think this is an exaggeration
but The National truly spoke to me as
few other bands have.
I descended the stairs of the Wellmont to the sound of Owen Pallet, The
National’s opening act. Pallet wielded
his violin artfully. I had never heard
his music before and I was pleasantly
surprised. Standing among the masses, I could tell that he was under-appreciated, as most opening acts are.
The chatter that surrounded me practically drowned out Pallet’s set, yet he
received a decent round of applause at
his conclusion.
Forcing my way towards the front
of the crowd, I managed to wedge myself between two rather tall gentlemen.
This phenomenon remains a mystery
to me— why do the tall people always
have to be in front of the crowd? Aren’t
they aware that they have the rare advantage of being able to see above everyone else? Regardless, I was pleased
at my proximity to the stage. Unlike

most venues, the
Wellmont is well
ventilated and the
bodies that surrounded me were
not packed like
sardines. This was
perhaps the most
ideal concert setting I have ever
encountered.
The crowd went
wild when The
National took the
stage. The set list
consisted mostly of
their most recent
albums: Boxer and
High Violet. Casting my gaze across
the stage I noticed
that they crammed
an eclectic grouping of instruments
that
represents
the instrumental flourishes commonly
found in their music. The first song
that they played was “Runaway,” a superb choice. This song in particular is
a prime example of the band’s honest
lyrics.
Rumors of the front man’s stage
fright fly across indie gossip sites and I
could plainly see his timidity. This did
not detract from the performance; in
fact, it added to it. Arrogant vocalists
dehumanize the music. Berninger’s shy
glances and timid body language made
me believe his lyrics. He seemed to be
singing honestly and without surface
showmanship.
The next song was “Anyone’s Ghost,”
followed by “Mistaken for Strangers”
and, what I believe is the most wellknown song off of their newest album,
“Bloodbuzz Ohio.” The excitement was
palpable and I found myself lost in the
music. I sang, danced, clapped and
swayed. Nothing was on my mind but
the lyrics, which always hit a chord in

Photo courtesy of www.bbc.co/uk

my very being.
If I could, I would have told them
all how their music got me through my
days. Instrumentals don’t have to be
complicated for music to be genuine.
The initial setlist ended with “Fake
Empire,” the first track off of the album
Boxer. You would have to be blind not
to see that this song is a crowd favorite.
The song peaks in its last minute
and the band took that as their cue to
walk off stage. After two minutes of
cheers and frantic clapping, The National took the stage for their encore.
They played four more songs before
Matt Berninger decided to appease his
audience. He teetered precariously at
the edge of the stage. The crowd was
going wild. Hands were raised in hopeless desperation, mine being among
them. I was simply too far to receive
the human contact I desired from the
front man. “Just a high five,” I thought
wistfully.

A moment later, there he was,
climbing down from the stage and wading into the screaming surge of fans. I
couldn’t believe my eyes, he just so happened to descend from the stage mere
feet in front of me! The man behind
the music!
In true groupie fashion, I pushed
forward and managed to place my hand
on the arm of his charming navy suit.
All around me hands were reaching
out to touch the front man; he was enthusiastically throwing his own hands
forward to high-five his fans. He only
got a few feet into the crowd before he
turned around and climbed back on
stage. That action alone left me ecstatic, and moments later when the show
ended I couldn’t be happier with the
experience.
The National put on a fantastic performance and you better believe I will
keep an eye out for their next show in
the area. The National’s new album,
High Violet, is in stores now.

Michael Douglas Returns To Wall Street
Remake Fails to Live Up to Promises of Original
Ken Macri
Staff Writer

Let me just say right from the start
of this review, Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps is not nearly as good as the
original Wall Street that was released
in 1987, which also stars Michael Douglas. This 2010 remake fails to create a
compelling storyline to keep the audience intrigued throughout the film.
As a result, most of the audience will
be bored about halfway through the
movie. The film runs for two hours and
10 minutes, but it feels like four hours,
which isn’t necessarily a good thing.
Michael Douglas is back as Gordon
Gekko at the top of his game, much
like in the original Wall Street. Shia
LaBeouf plays Jacob Moore, a whizkid, energy investment expert at a
firm where his sainted mentor Louis
Zabel (Frank Langella), the head of
Wall Street powerhouse Keller-Zabel,
is watching a lifetime of work collapse

with the rest of Wall Street. The stock
market’s derivatives confidence game
has lost confidence, and soon only Bretton James (Josh Brolin), a savvy and
arrogant big shot billionaire, remains.
The problem with this film isn’t the
cast because Douglas, LaBeouf, Brolin
and Langella are all solid. The problem
is the movie itself. There is no point
to making a remake, and there is especially no point if you’re going to use
the same leading man in both, Douglas’ Oscar-winning performance in the
original Wall Street draws comparisons to this 2010 film. But what good
did director Oliver Stone think would
come out of a remake? Stone knew Wall
Street: Money Never Sleeps would be
judged against the 1987 original. However, before the opening credits even
rolled, almost everyone knew it wasn’t
going to live up to expectations. This
film seems to be more about LaBeuof’s
personal life and his relationship with
Winnie Gekko (Carey Mulligan) rather

Photo courtesy of www.daemonsmovies.com

then Gordon Gekko’s rise and
fall from the Wall Street market and firms.
The film relies heavily on
LaBeouf’s emotional range,
which is displayed throughout. In my opinion, however,
LaBeouf isn’t fit to play a big
shot Wall Street expert.
Overall, this film was a
disappointment because the
storyline was boring and too
drawn out. It’s really a shame
that a lot of talent went to
waste in this film. By the end

of it I really felt like watching the original Wall Street, which actually had a
point and a valiant storyline to back it
up.

Ken’s Grade:
2.5 out of 5
Stars

To watch the trailer for Wall
Street: Money Never Sleeps visit
www.themontclarion.org
Michael Douglas (Left) and Shia LaBeouf (Right) star in Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps Photo courtesy of www.altfg.com
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Child Care Wanted
Sitters Wanted. $12+
per hour. Babysitting,
housesitting,
petsitting. Register
free for jobs near
campus or home and
start earning extra
cash now! www.
student-sitters.com
Searching for fun,
responsible, driving
babysitter with great
references to pick up
our 2 preschoolers
3 - 4 afternoons
a week and care
for them. Must
arrange playdates,
fun projects and lay
down the law when
the shenanigans
start.
Schedule
is 2:30 PM to 7 PM
Tues - Thursday, with
occasional Mondays.
$150 - $200 per
week. Please email
if you are interested!!
Thanks!

AFTER SCHOOL
CHILD CARE
NEEDED IN
MONTCLAIR for 2
girls, ages 10 and 15.
Very close to MSU.
Days and hours are
flexible. Females
only. Car, license and
references required.
Please email
mkunka08@gmail.
com or call (973) 7443898 if interested.
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Equals total government connecting.
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For Rent
Female students:
Single/Double Room
available now.
Furnished, parking
available, easy walk across from campus.
Internet and cable
included. 973-7781504.

USA.gov is your official source for federal, state and local government
information. You’ll find answers to questions on everything from Social Security
and government auctions to product recalls and travel advisories. And it’s also
the place to share ideas with your government, or simply let us know what
you think. To make your total government connection, visit USA.gov.
A public service message from the U.S. General Services Administration.
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Home of the 24 oz. Delmonico Steak $23.95

Today!
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Visit Us At: facebook.com/AlexusMSU and twitter.com/AlexusMSU
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Happy Hues.
Sun.-T AY
ALL D t.
a
Wed.-S PM
3 PM-7

$5.00of OFF
Your Total Bill
$40 or more.
Cannot be combined with any other offer.

955 Valley Road • Clifton • 973-746-6600
www.alexussteakhouse.com
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Giants and Jets Quarter Season Report Cards
Nelson DePasquale
Editor-in-Chief

Believe it or not, the first quarter
of the NFL season is over. It’s time for
first marking period report cards for our
locals, the Jets and the Giants.
Giants:
The New York Football Giants just
came off one of their most impressive
defensive outings in a while. But before
that, the team looked like they were
about to fall into the deep end after two
losses in a row in which they were outscored 67-24. At 2-2, they are in a threeway tie for first place in the NFC East
with the Redskins and the Eagles.
Offense: For the most part, Manning
has been hitting his spots quite well, and
has spread the ball around, too. Smith,
Nicks and Manningham all have over
200 yards receiving, but Nicks has been
the standout with four touchdown receptions. With a quarterback rating of 82.1,
Manning is averaging 250 yards a game,
has a 64.5 completion percentage and
threw for five touchdowns. The thing
that’s hurting him and the offense the
most is the six interceptions. If you take
a closer look, four of those interceptions
were balls that bounced off his receivers’
hands.
For the running game it proved to be
a great choice to have Bradshaw as the
starter. Last year, Jacobs averaged just
over three yards per carry. His look-forcontact running style affected him physically. This year, Bradshaw is averaging
over five yards per carry with 382 yards
and three touchdowns. Jacobs, although
getting only about a third as many carries as Bradshaw, is also averaging five
yards per run. Against the Bears Sunday
night, the duo rushed for 191 yards and
two touchdowns. Not too shabby against
the Bears’ tough run defense.
Offensive grade: C+. They had one
high scoring game against the Panthers,
but take away that game and they average under 14 points a game. Also, the
first half of the Bears game looked dismal, and against the Titans, offensive
sloppiness gave the game away. There
is a lot of talent on the field, but there’s
room for improvement.
Defense: For the defense, it’s about
the momentum. If they take the momentum from the big win last week with them,
they will be hard to beat. Unfortunately,
this report card is about the first four
games, not the next 12. The Colts ran all

Photo Courtesy of Flickr Account Keith Allison

Mathias Kiwanuka and Osi Umenyiora share the Giants’ team lead in sacks, with four each.
over them, but they had a great showing against the Panthers and completely
dominated the Bears.
Mathias Kiwanuka and Osi Umenyiora
lead the team with four sacks each. The
team total is 16, but remember, 10 of
those came against the Bears. With three
fumble recoveries and five interceptions,
they can create turnovers.
Defensive Grade: B. Most of the
defensive stats came in one game against
the Bears, who have a struggling offensive line to begin with. And their lackluster performance against the Colts prevented them from getting a better grade.
Special Teams: Field goal kicker
Lawrence Tynes is 3-6 on field goal tries
right now, a percentage that definitely
has to go up. Punter Matt Dodge can boot
the ball but lacks accuracy — a total 180
degree shift from the Feagles era. Rookie
Darius Reynaud can’t seem to find a
rhythm returning kicks. He is only averaging 4.6 yards per return.
Special Teams grade: D. It’s hard to
give them a better grade when the punter
and the returner are still very young and
still developing their skills. Until then,
they might want to find alternative solu-

tions to the problem.
Overall grade: C+. What this team
has going for it right now is the momentum of a huge win. Also, that 2-2 record
doesn’t look so bad when you realize they
lost to only AFC teams so far, which

means nothing in tiebreaker scenarios.
The Redskins lost to the Rams, and
the Eagles lost to the Packers and the
Redskins. The Giants, like any other
team, do better against teams they see
more often.

Check out

to
see the Jets quarter season report
card

www.montclarion.org

Field Hockey Ends Losing Streak at Ramapo
Mike Monostra
Sports Editor

After two consecutive non-conference
losses, MSU field hockey recovered with
a 4-2 victory over NJAC rival Ramapo on
Tuesday afternoon.
The score makes the game seem closer
than it actually was as the Red Hawks
controlled possession for much of the
game. Senior forward Deana Hagel in
particular was all over the field; she
scored two goals and registered six shots
on goal for the Red Hawks.
All of the MSU goals were scored
off of penalty corners, a play that had
hurt the team in two previous losses to
Misericordia and Union. The Red Hawks
got plenty of opportunities from corners,
as they got 12 penalty corners in the
game, while Ramapo got just one.
The Red Hawks were firing early, as
freshman Brittany Carroll scored on a
tic-tac-toe play (two quick passes followed by a shot) off of a penalty corner
for a 1-0 lead just five minutes into the
game. Halfway through the first half,
Hagel was able to score a goal, again off
of a corner, to make the score 2-0 in favor
of Montclair.
The Roadrunners would storm back
though, with two goals of their own to tie
the game. In the first half, Ramapo got a
goal off of their only penalty corner of the
game as Rebecca Penhaker scored to cut
MSU’s lead to 2-1. Then, at the start of
the second half, Amanda Barretta scored
just 46 seconds in to tie the game at
two.
MSU wouldn’t let the game remain
tied for long, as their penalty corner
assault continued just six minutes later.
Hagel scored her second goal of the game
on an assist from Carroll to hand the lead
back to MSU at 3-2.
Four minutes later, Michelle Hagel
was able to fire a shot off of a penalty
corner and into the net for her first goal
of the season. The score gave the Red
Hawks’ a padded 4-2 lead.

Jillian Keats l The Montclarion

Chelsea Keelen and the Red Hawk defense held Ramapo to four shots on goal in their 4-2 win over the Roadrunners.
MSU played lights out defense late in
the game. Ramapo couldn’t get a shot on
goal in the final 32 minutes of the game.
The Red Hawks forced four corners in
the span of two minutes at one point
late in the second half, as an exhausted

Roadrunner defense struggled to get the
ball out of their own end.
The Red Hawks improved to 7-3 on
the season with Tuesday’ win. Their next
game comes on Friday, when MSU will
host SUNY-New Paltz as part of the kick-

off to Homecoming weekend. The game
will take place at Sprague Field starting
at 7 p.m.
Check out www.themontclarion.org
next week for video highlights of Friday’s
game.
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In addition to tutoring, testing and academic support services,
the Center for Academic Development and
Assessment (CADA) offers
Learning Competencies Workshops to Montclair State University
students. 
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To Sign Up for Workshops:
v

Visit our Center at Morehead Hall, Room 141

v

Call Us at (973) 655-5425/4364

v

Register On-Line: 



Strategies for Academic Achievement
Explore active learning skills for becoming a confident
college student. Learn how to prioritize. Become a critical
reader to master college materials. Discover effective note
taking methods for different disciplines
Time
Date
4:00-5:00 pm
Tuesday, 10/19/10
Morehead Hall, Room 139
Research Paper Guidelines: Organizing and Proving
an Argument
Helpful hints for organizing your research paper:
successfully proving an argument and citing resources
using MLA and APA formats.
Time
Date
12:00-1:00 pm
Thursday , 10/21/10
4:00-5:00 pm
Tuesday, 11/16/10
Morehead Hall, Room 139
Forgetting vs. Remembering and Learning Styles
Why do we forget? How does memory work? Discover
effective techniques to retain information learned. Find out
your learning style(s) to enhance your academic experience.
Time
Date
10:00-11:00 am
Monday, 10/25/10
12:00-1:00 pm
Thursday, 10/28/10
10:00-11:00 am
Monday, 11/22/10
Morehead Hall, Room 139
Test Anxiety and Test Taking Strategies
Is test anxiety a barrier to your academic success? Learn
tips for coping with test anxiety.
How good are you at taking short answer, multiple choice
and essay exams? How could you avoid making the same
test taking mistakes and improve your grades?
Time
Date
3:00-4:00 pm
Monday, 10/25/10
10:00-11:00 am
Thursday 10/28/10
3:00-4:00 pm
Monday, 11/22/10
Morehead Hall, Room 139

Acing the GRE

Helpful tips to improve your scores and confidence on
standardized tests.
Time
Date
12:00-1:00 pm
Morehead Hall, Room 139

Thursday, 11/18/10
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An Inside Look at the MLB Postseason
Jay Hrina
Staff Writer

The 2010 MLB season is over and
the playoffs are about to begin. The
Pittsburgh Pirates sit at their rightful place at the bottom of the league,
next to the Washington Nationals and
Seattle Mariners. But at the other end of
the spectrum we have the Philadelphia
Phillies posting the best record in the
major leagues, the New York Yankees
returning (yet again) to the playoffs
and the 20-year-old Bobby Cox bringing
his Atlanta Braves to a familiar place,
squeezing in with a Wild Card birth on
the last day of the season.
Since removing the ‘devil’ from their
name, the Tampa Bay Rays have been
impressing everyone. They’ve been a
team for only a dozen years, but find
themselves atop the monstrous AL East
with the best record in the American
League.
They’re hosting the Texas Rangers in
the American League Division Series,
opening with Cliff Lee for the Rangers
and David Price for the Rays. Lee is a
more established pitcher and will demand
millions this off season for his services,
but he’s been struggling mightily since
joining the Rangers, while David Price
has been stellar for the Rays.
The jovial Rays have been limping
recently, but should pose a huge threat
for the Rangers. The Rays pitching outmatches the Rangers, and although
Texas has Josh Hamilton and Nelson
Cruz in their lineup, the Rays have Carl
Crawford, BJ Upton and Evan Longoria
to name a few. The edge in every aspect
points towards the Rays. If the series
reaches four games, it’s a disappointment
for them. They should take this series
easily.
The Minnesota Twins are back in the
postseason, and they find themselves in
an unfortunate yet familiar situation as
well, playing the Yankees. They haven’t
fared well in the past, and that trend
doesn’t seem to be changing anytime
soon.
Yankee castoff Carl Pavano will be

(U) = Upset Pick

pitching the first game of the series;
that alone should highlight the way this
series will go, but Pavano hasn’t been
having too bad of a year. That being
said, the Yankees have CC Sabathia,
Alex Rodriguez, Mark Teixeira and many
more. The Twins have Joe Mauer but are
playing without Justin Morneau who’s
out of the series recovering from a concussion. The Yankees are most likely
going to be meeting the Rays in the
American League Championship Series,
winning this series against the Twins as
easily as the Rays are going to beat the
Rangers.
From there it becomes a dog fight. If
the Championship series does end up
being the Rays versus the Yankees, it’ll
be a showdown to the final game. The
Rays outdid the Yankees in the regular
season, winning 10 out of 18 games,
but the Yankees are a more established
team. When it comes down to the wire
there is a much greater chance for the
Yankees to be clutch than the Rays, but
anything is possible. Neither the Twins
nor the Braves will be able to beat both
powerhouses in the American League.
Getting to the World Series for them is
going to be a huge uphill climb.
The Braves reach the playoffs for
Bobby Cox’s last year before retiring as
manager. They face a tough task against
the San Francisco Giants, and sit as
a weak team coming into the playoffs.
Their lineup is average and their pitching is good, but the Giants are throwing
Tim Lincicum and Matt Cain on the hill
for the first two games. Derick Lowe and
Tim Hudson have to be just as good as
the Giants rotation to keep the Braves
in the series. Splitting one of the first
two games would be an advantage to the
Braves, who would then bring it back to
Atlanta to possibly close out. But being
as the Divisional Series is a best-of-five
format, they don’t have much breathing
room if they can’t win one against the
Giants pitching staff. This series will feature a lot of low scoring games. If it does
go to five games, expect one of the premiere pitchers for both clubs to return,
possibly for game four as well.

The feel-good story of this season
belongs to the Cinncinatti Reds. Led by
Joey Votto, the Reds surprised almost
everyone by taking the National League
Central Division that most figured would
easily belong to the St. Louis Cardinals.
But they open on the road against the
powerhouse Phillies. This series is going
to run pretty similar to the Rays/Rangers
series. The Phillies have Ryan Howard,
Chase Utley and a rotation that can
feature three aces. Regardless of which

game it is, the Phillies are going to
have either Roy Halladay, Roy Oswalt
or Cole Hamels on the mound. It may
not be luck that got the Reds to the playoffs, but they’ll need some to get past
Philadelphia.
The winner of the Braves/Giants
series will most likely go against the
Phillies, which is a scary thought. The
Phillies shouldn’t waste much energy

Mike Monostra

Kris Hunte

Nelson DePasquale

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Editor-In-Chief
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Yankee’s third baseman Alex Rodriguez hopes to lead his team back to the World
Series in the 2010 playoffs.
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Rogic: New Face in the Net for Men’s Soccer
Sophomore starter acts as brick wall for first place Red Hawks
Jon Fazio
Staff Writer

Ante Rogic, sophomore goalkeeper for
MSU’s Men’s Soccer team, has been playing for 17 years. So when he tried out for
the MSU soccer team last spring, he was
more than qualified to play.
“I knew a lot of the guys on the team
because I played club ball with a lot of
the players for six years,” said Rogic.
“When I tried out, the coaches were more
than happy to have me on the team.”
Rogic is entering his second season
with the Red Hawks’ soccer team and fits
right in. Many players on the team, such
as Mike Pytlar, Sasha Dobrijevic and
Sean Pauls, have all played with Rogic
at the Parsippany soccer club for the
Revolution ever since high school. After
high school, they all traveled the U.S.
to play club soccer in different tournaments.
“We won a bunch of tournaments and
even made it to a national final,” said
Rogic. “No awards were given out since
it is only a club sport, but it was great to
play across the U.S.”

As a student, Rogic is taking 15 credits this fall, studying business finance
at Montclair State. He hopes to declare
his major soon and eventually receive a
bachelor’s degree in the field. He wants
to attend Penn State University and
receive a Master’s degree in turf grass
management, which deals with field
maintenance of golf courses, soccer fields
and many other fields.
“Turf grass management has always
been my passion,” says Rogic. “It would
be great for me to properly take care of a
field.”
Rogic is taking his college career one
step at a time, both as a student and as
an athlete. Right now he is focused on
earning a bachelor’s degree and continuing to play well for the soccer team.
“We’re doing pretty well as a team so
far,” said Rogic. “Our team, especially
the defense, has been holding up pretty
strong.”
Rogic, along with the rest of the Men’s
Soccer team, will continue battling in
the NJAC when they host CCNY on
Saturday. The game will be at MSU
Soccer Park starting at 12 p.m.

Check out
www.themontclarion.org

for the full
interview with Ante
Rogic.
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Rogic, making a save in a men’s soccer game against Oneonta, is in his first season
as the starting goalkeeper for men’s soccer.

MSU, Cortland Control Destiny in NJAC
Mike Monostra
Sports Editor

Montclair State was able to defeat the
Kean Cougars on Friday night by a score
of 21-7. The victory not only kept the Red
Hawks in the hunt for the NJAC title,
but also all but ended any chance Kean
has at winning the NJAC. The focus
now shifts to Montclair State and the
Cortland State Red Dragons.
MSU and Cortland are the only
remaining undefeated teams in the
NJAC. Cortland, who has played one
more NJAC game than the Red Hawks,
sits at 4-0 in the conference, with MSU
right behind at 3-0.
With these teams tied for first place,
the NJAC picture will now focus on Oct.
30, when the Red Hawks are scheduled
to visit the Red Dragons in Cortland.
This game could potentially decide the
NJAC champion, especially if both teams
enter the game with perfect records. The
question is, will either team lose a game
before that meeting?
The Red Hawks shouldn’t have a problem entering the game in Cortland undefeated, as they have the three worst
teams in the NJAC on their schedule
for the next three weeks. TCNJ will be
the toughest test out of the three. They
will be the Red Hawks’ opponent in the
Homecoming Game this Saturday and
gave MSU a scare last season. However,
the Lions have struggled mightily in
2010, with just a 1-3 record thus far.
After TCNJ, the Red Hawks will
host Buffalo State and visit Western
Connecticut. Both teams currently sit
winless at 0-4. Western Connecticut has
lost each game by double digits, while
Buffalo State has lost every game by at
least 13 points, except for a tough 33-29
loss to Kean.
Cortland will have a slightly tougher
path to the Oct. 30 game against the
Red Hawks. This weekend, they will be
at home against SUNY-Brockport, who
currently sits at 1-3. Brockport is known
for its high-scoring offense. However,
last week, its defense allowed 48 points
in an upset by Morrisville State. The Red
Dragons shouldn’t have a problem putting up points on Brockport.
Cortland will face a tough battle in
two weeks when they head to Glassboro
for a road game against the 3-1 Rowan
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Montclair State and Cortland State are the last two undefeated football teams in the NJAC.
Profs. Despite their record, Rowan’s
young offense has struggled to score
points and also lost 26-7 to Montclair.
Rowan is one of the toughest places to
play in the NJAC, but Cortland hasn’t
lost to the Profs since 2006.
The week before the Montclair game,
Cortland will travel to Morrisville State.
While Morrisville has improved this season, they simply won’t be a match for the
powerhouse that is Cortland.
It would be a major surprise if both
Montclair State and Cortland State lose

a game. If that does happen, it could open
the door for one-loss teams Rowan and
William Paterson to possibly sneak into
NJAC contention. Rowan must defeat
Cortland if they want to stay in NJAC
contention.
William Paterson, meanwhile, faces
a tough schedule ahead with a matchup
against Kean in two weeks. They also
close out their season with back-to-back
games against Cortland and Montclair
State. The Pioneers can definitely factor
into the title chase if they enter the last

two games with a 7-1 record.
However, all eyes right now are on
Montclair’s visit to Cortland on Oct. 30.
The Red Hawks haven’t won in Cortland
since 2003, so the Red Dragons historically have a home field advantage. But,
with the momentum of an NJAC winning streak and a solid defense, the
Red Hawks shouldn’t be counted out of
contention either. The only thing that’s
really known at this point is that whoever wins that game will be on the high
road to the conference title.
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Short’s OT Goal Wins It for Men’s Soccer

Photo courtesy of Jenny Berdak

Defender Coron Short and the Red Hawks remained undefeated in the NJAC after defeating Rutgers-Camden on Saturday.
Kendall Zoppa
Staff Writer

The Red Hawks came out victorious
against the Rutgers-Camden Raptors in
Saturday’s match up. The game quickly
became an intense battle as each team
wasted no time on offense.
At just 15:40 in the first period junior
midfielder, Mike Pytler, scored his fifth
goal of the season with a volley to the
right side, putting the Red Hawks on top
at 1-0. Following Montclair’s first goal,
Rutgers-Camden’s goalie, Tim VanLiew
had four saves before Raptors could even

make a return attempt.
Montclair’s defense proved to be dominant as they kept the ball in Red Hawk
territory for the majority of the first
period. In the final five minutes of the
half, senior midfielder Andrew Filewicz
scored his second goal of the season to
put the Raptors on the board to tie it
up. Filewicz returned with another shot
on goal but was blocked to end the first
period.
The Red Hawks came out ready to play
in the second period with five consecutive shots within the first 10 minutes.
Although unsuccessful, Montclair set the
pace for the remainder of the period.
Allowing only two shot attempts by

the Raptors, Montclair kept the game
in check for the rest of regulation play
at just 1-1 and sent the teams into overtime.
In the first few minutes of overtime,
former Red Hawk and Rutgers-Camden
transfer, Chris Edelschein could have
taken the win for the Raptors with a
header shot, but was blocked by Montclair
goalie Anthony Rogic. Rogic would end
the game with only one, crucial, save.
Into the second overtime, tension and
uncertainty grew. Two more shots were
made with five minutes remaining by Red
Hawk’s Sean Pauls and Kevin Zalewski,
yet they were no match for VanLiew.
A corner kick by the Red Hawks’

Pytlar to Dan Mendoza, set Montclair up
for the win. With Mendoza on the ball
25 yards away, he saw Coron Short just
at 8 yards. Mendoza served the ball to
Short, who then headed it in to the right
post for the win. Even in the high intensity final minutes, Montclair proved to
be calm and organized which deservingly
set them out on top.
The Red Hawks improve their record
to 7-1-2 and remain undefeated in the
NJAC, 4-0. On Tuesday night the Red
Hawks travel to Eastern Connecticut for
a 7:00 p.m. game. Their next home game
will be on Saturday Oct. 9 at 12:00 P.M.
as they take on CCNY.

Women’s Soccer Shuts Out Rutgers-Camden
Red Hawks hold Scarlet Raptors without a shot in victory

Jillian Keats | The Montclarion

Midfielder Katie Miniverni launches a pass to an awaiting attacker. The Red Hawks improved to .500 after shutting out Rutgers-Camden on Saturday.
Bryan Perri
Staff Writer

Last week, MSU women’s soccer got
an offensively oriented 7-3 win over
Rutgers-Newark. And this week, they
followed with an equally impressive 1-0
shutout over Rutgers-Camden. 			
Montclair’s Women’s Soccer team won
its second consecutive game, only this
time they won in a dominating defensive
effort that not only saw Rutgers-Camden
get shut-out in goals, but in shots as

well.
“Defense is everything,” said Marise
Zayak soon after her 1-0 shut-out. “I cannot stress that enough. I’m on top of my
defense more than anybody.”
The lone goal of the game came at the
13 minute mark when sophomore midfielder Rachel Senyszyn struck from 35
yards out. It would be Senyszyn’s team
leading eighth.
Though they were held scoreless the
rest of the way, Montclair’s defense stood
like a brickwall in front of sophomore
goalkeeper Zayak. The Red Hawks did

not allow Rutgers-Camden to take a single shot on goal in the game. The Scarlet
Raptors also only managed a single corner.
Zayak earned her third shutout of the
season without having to make a single
save. It was the first time in her career
that she earned the shutout without
making any saves.
Zayak, a native of Jackson, N.J., went
on to discuss the difficulty in playing in a
game where she doesn’t get tested. “[It’s]
a challenge to stay focused when I’m not
facing any shots. I stay focused [by mak-

ing] sure I am talking a lot throughout
the game.”
With these back-to-back victories, the
Red Hawks have quickly bounced back
from a previous three game losing streak.
The Red Hawks’ record now sits at 5-5-2
while Rutgers-Camden drops to 1-7-2.
The team has a tough task this upcoming Wednesday 13 as they play host to
the Kean (7-2-2) for the only time this
season. The game will be under the
lights at Sprague Field starting at 7 p.m.
For more scores and schedules, log on to
www.montclair.edu/atheletics.
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Hero Scores Seven as
Ice Hockey Cruises
Deanna Benjamin
Assistant Sports Editor

Freshman John Hero gave a superhuman performance, scoring seven of
the team’s 10 goals in the Red Hawks
10-3 victory against Northeastern last
Saturday.
It did not take long to get the fans
wild as Red Hawks got their first goal
only six minutes into the game. Andrew
Moore crossed the puck in front of
Northeastern’s goalie as Hero found the
net, making it his first goal of the night.
Hero scored again on a power play,
but the excitement did not last long as
the Huskies scored to tie the game just
before the first period was over. As the
second period started, Hero added an
assist to Nick Lieback’s goal just 44 seconds in. After the second period, the Red
Hawks shot goal after goal, and never
looked back.
Junior Tyler Timek added a pair of
goals in the second period.

“To win this game we used a bunch of
face-off plays, 2-3-4 check and 1-2-2 fore
check,” Timek said. After Timek’s two
goals it was Hero who added five more
goals, making the score 10-3.
Hero broke the school’s individual
scoring record in ACHA competition with
his seven goals for the night. Prior to
Hero, the school record was set at four
goals in one game. Hero made the record
hard to beat with his impressive seven
goals.
“It was an unreal feeling,” Hero said.
“Everything was going my way and I was
trying to put the biscuit in the basket,
but I couldn’t have done it without my
teammates.” The Red Hawks used their
skills to get past the Huskies and keep
scoring.
Perhaps Hero’s most spectacular goal
came when the Red Hawks were down on
a penalty and he stole the puck from the
Huskies defensive men and skated down
the ice on a breakaway. The Huskies
defensemen followed Hero as he skated

with the puck and took a shot on goal.
Junior Kenny Renae said, “It was awesome to see a freshman snipe bardown
short handed.”
From a fan’s point of view, we can see
that the Red Hawks do play as a team
for each game. All of the players work
together in order to win. Each player
has an important role in the games. The
team kept playing with intensity from
start to end.
Billy Freeswick added, “Our first three
lines have a more aggressive role to play,
as the fourth line uses more passes and
fore check.”
Last year the team placed 12th in the
Nation for nationals. “Our goal this year
is to win the Super East Conference and
make a good run in Nationals,” Timek
said.
If the Red Hawks make it to nationals this year they’ll be finding themselves on a plane to San Jose, California.
Their next game is at University of New
Hampshire.

Playoffs
Continued from page 24

and should be more refreshed than either
of the other teams. Though the National
League Championship series will be
more competitive, they will still be the
overwhelming favorite to reach the World
Series for the third straight year. If the
Reds manage to win against the Phillies,
the Championship Series will be an even
match. The Giants or Braves will be

favored over the Reds, and will probably
beat them if they get through, but any of
those three teams will be less than likely
to take down the team representing the
American League in the World Series.
The National League may have home
field advantage (courtesy of winning the
All-Star Game for the first time in 13
years) but the National League’s best

shot at winning lies with the Phillies,
and even they will have a close match
with what will be the Yankees or the
Rays.
The playoffs bring high adrenaline
and a nostalgia for teams that’s unlike
anything during the regular season.
Though certain teams should win easily,
it’s anybody’s game.

Who’s Hot This Week
Allison Wacker
Forward — Women’s Soccer
Wacker had a career day last Wednesday against Rutgers-Newark, scoring a hat trick and adding two assists. Her efforts earned her the NJAC Rookie of the
Week award.
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Football
NJAC

Overall

Cortland St.

4-0

4-0

MSU

3-0

4-0

W.Paterson

2-1

3-1

Rowan

2-1

3-1

Kean

2-2

2-2

Brockport

1-2

1-3

TCNJ

1-2

1-3

Morrisville St.

1-2

1-3

West. Conn.

0-3

0-4

Buffalo St.

0-3

0-4

This Week
10/9 vs. TCNJ

3 p.m.

Last Week
10/1 MSU 21, Kean 7

Men’s Soccer
NJAC
MSU
TCNJ
Kean
Ramapo
Paterson
Stockton
RU_Camden
NJCU
RU-Newark
Rowan

4-0-0
3-1-2
3-1-0
2-1-2
2-0-1
2-2-1
2-3-0
1-4-0
0-3-1
0-4-0

This Week
10/7 @ W. Paterson
10/9 vs. CCNY
10/13 @ Kean

Overall
8-1-2
4-5-2
6-4-1
7-2-2
7-1-2
7-4-1
6-6-1
4-7-0
7-4-1
3-8-2

7 p.m.
12 p.m.
7 p.m.

Last Week
10/2 MSU 2, RU-Camden 1 (2OT)
10/2 MSU 2, Eastern Conn. 0

Women’s Soccer
NJAC
TCNJ
Paterson
Rowan
Kean
NJCU
MSU
RU-Newark
RU-Camden
Stockton
Ramapo

Overall

5 - 0 - 0 11 - 0 - 0
4-0-1 7-2-2
4-1-0 8-1-1
2-1-1 7-2-2
2-2-0
8-3-0
2-3-0
5-5-2
1-2-1
4-5-2
0-3-2 1-8-2
0-3-1 5-4-2
0-5-0 4-8-0

This Week
10/13 vs. Kean

7 p.m.

Last Week
10/2 MSU 1, RU-Camden 0

Field Hockey

Gary Knoeppel
Cornerback — Football
Knoppel returned a key interception 35 yards for a
touchdown in MSU’s 21-7 victory over the Kean Cougars on Friday night.

TCNJ
Rowan
Kean
MSU
Ramapo
Paterson
Stockton

NJAC

Overall

2-0
2-0
1-0
1-0
0-2
0-2
0-2

9-2
7-4
7-2
7-3
5-5
3-7
0-9

This Week
10/2 @ Union (NY)
10/5 @ Ramapo

2 p.m.
4 p.m.

Last Week
102/ Union (NY) 1, MSU 0
10/5 MSU 4, Ramapo 2

Game of the Week
Football
Saturday, Oct. 9, 3 p.m.
vs. TCNJ
Sprague Field
HOMECOMING!!!
MSU will look to extend their
NJAC winning streak against
arch-rival TCNJ in the 2010
Homecoming Game.

Volleyball
Stockton
Ramapo
RU-Camden
Rowan
Paterson
Kean
MSU
RU-Newark
NJCU

NJAC

Overall

6-0
3-1
2-1
3-2
2-2
1-2
1-3
1-4
0-4

17 - 3
13 - 2
8 - 11
10 - 5
12 - 3
11 - 10
2 - 21
6 - 10
5 - 10

This Week
10/7 vs. RU-Newark

7 p.m.

Last Week
9/30 Ramapo 3, MSU 0
10/1 Polytechnic 3, MSU 0
Williams 3, MSU 0
10/2 MIT 3, MSU 0
Baruch 3, MSU 1

Women’s Soccer Shuts
Out Rutgers-Camden

Check out www.themontclarion.org for
Fantasy Football tips and coverage of

p. 26

Homecoming Weekend 2010.

Field Hockey
Beats Ramapo
p. 22

MSUSports@gmail.com

Football Shuts Down Kean
Fischer’s two touchdowns passes, interception return keys MSU to win
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Quarterback Tom Fischer’s two touchdown passes helped the Red Hawks to a 21-7 victory over Kean on Friday night.
Mike Monostra
Sports Editor

Last year, MSU football
defeated Kean in the last game
of the regular season to win the
NJAC Championship. This season, though the teams played
midway through the season, the
Red Hawks delivered a dagger through the Cougar’s heart,

defeating them 21-7 and effectively dropping them out of contention for the NJAC title.
Statistically, Kean held their
own with the Red Hawks. The
Cougars outgained MSU on
offense, 249 yards to 242. Kean
also had one more first down
then the Red Hawks and was
able to keep the MSU offense
quiet for much of the second
half.
However, when it came to

game changing, momentum
plays, the Red Hawks came up
big, similar to the way they did
the same in last year’s conference championship.
MSU took an early 7-0 lead
off of a Tom Fischer to Bobby
Roesing touchdown pass. Later
in the first quarter, the Cougars
had good field position after
MSU kicker Jake Delvento
missed a 45-yard field goal.
However, on the second play of

the drive, Cougar quarterback
Tom D’Ambrisi was picked off
by Red Hawk cornerback Gary
Knoppel, who scampered 35
yards for a touchdown. Though
it was only the first quarter,
that play would be the game
changer as MSU extended their
lead to 14-0.
The Red Hawk defense
was able to hold the Cougars
at bay for most of the final
three quarters. Even though

Kean put together some long
drives, including one in the second quarter that lasted nearly
seven minutes, but they failed
on fourth down conversions. The
Cougars went 0 for 3 on fourth
down, with two of those failed
conversions coming in the fourth
quarter. This made a difference
as all of the yards gained on
those drives went for naught for
Kean.
The Cougars’ lone touchdown
came on the second play of the
second quarter, on a touchdown
pass from D’Ambrisi to Louis
Haynes. That score would cut
the MSU lead to 14-7 heading
into halftime.
In the third quarter, the Red
Hawks got a 24-yard touchdown
pass from Fischer to Byron
Lewin to open their lead back
up to 21-7. Offensively, Fischer
struggled, completing just six
of 14 passes and throwing two
interceptions. However, he
made his completions count as
he threw for two touchdowns in
the game.
The MSU running game,
which saw senior Matt Jimenez
return from injury, ran for 155
yards on the evening. Senior
Chris D’Andrea led the way
with 91 yards, as MSU was able
to win the time of possession
battle, which helped the defense
late in the game.
The Red Hawks’ will head
home for two games the next
two weeks. They will host TCNJ
for Homecoming on Saturday at
3 p.m. The following Saturday,
they will be back at Sprague
Field again to play Buffalo State
at 1 p.m.

MSU Set To Battle TCNJ On Homecoming
Mike Monostra
Sports Editor

Montclair State will host
TCNJ in this year’s Homecoming
Game on Saturday at 3 p.m.
Advertised as the oldest college football rivalry between
two New Jersey schools, the
Red Hawks-Lions series started
back 1929. All-time, MSU has
won 48 games against the Lions,
lost 27 and the teams have tied
twice.
The game is not only big for it
being during Homecoming weekend, but it’s also crucial to the
Red Hawks’ season. MSU enters
this weekend with a perfect 4-0
record, including three wins in
the NJAC. The Red Hawks are
one of two teams with a perfect record in the NJAC along
with Cortland State. Because of
the tight race in the standings,
MSU can’t afford any slip-ups.
This weekend’s game with
TCNJ shouldn’t cause Montclair
much trouble. The Lions have
struggled so far in 2010, as they
will enter Saturday’s game with
just a 1-3 record. TCNJ got their
only win two weeks ago as they
edged out Brockport 24-21.
The Lions are coming off a
rough loss against Cortland, as
the Red Dragons blew out TCNJ

on their home turf, 37-0. This
weekend’s game is also the first
of four straight on the road
for the Lions. After being beat
badly last week, it wouldn’t be a
surprise to see TCNJ come out
on Saturday with a little extra
fire in their bellies.
TCNJ’s struggle have also put
more pressure on a Red Hawk
team that is expected to come
away victorious on Saturday.
Montclair played a solid defensive game in last week’s 21-7
win over Kean, but the passing
game struggled to get going.
If the Red Hawks struggled to
put up points on Saturday, the
offense may be under a larger
microscope.
Defensively, MSU enters
this week with the second best
defense in Division III in terms
of total yards. The Red Hawk
defense has allowed just 184.5
yards per game of total offense
this season. Moreover, passing
offense is averaging under 100
yards per game.
What complicates things is
the Lions’ inability to find a
starter at quarterback, as they
have used the struggling tandem of Nicholas Tyson and
James Donoghue this season. It
would be a surprise if the Lions
can score 20+ points this week.
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Arch-rivals Montclair State and TCNJ will meet in MSU’s Homecoming Game on Saturday.
Even though the 2010 statistics show a lopsided matchup,
the last few matchups between
these two teams have been
close. TCNJ last visited MSU
for homecoming in 2008, which
the Red Hawks won 15-0. Last
season, MSU escaped a tough
battle with the Lions with a

last second field goal to win the
game 16-13. However, both of
those meetings came in rainy
and windy conditions. With the
weather forecast being sunny
for Saturday, the teams won’t
have that obstacle this time.
There’s no doubt that the
fans will be out in full force on

Saturday to cheer on their Red
Hawks. Expectations will be
high as an undefeated Montclair
team takes the field. They will
be heavy favorites to extend
their winning streak on homecoming to four; the question of
whether they can follow through
with a win is all that remains.

